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Criteria for meaning discrimination and the identification of synonymy

In this talk, I will attempt to clarify the notion of synonymy against the background of the theoretical and methodological developments in contemporary (lexical) semantics. My starting point is the observation that the problem of synonymy and the problem of polysemy are essentially the same: if we have valid criteria for establishing whether we are dealing with one or more separate readings of a single item or construction, then the same criteria can be used for establishing whether two items or constructions illustrate one or more meanings.

It follows, in general, that the difficulties with the criteria for establishing difference of meaning that I analyzed in Geeraerts (1993) hold for synonymy as well as for polysemy. I will illustrate the point by looking more closely at how the three main criteria distinguished in the 1993 article might be applied to the identification of synonymy.

More specifically, zooming in on the so-called 'definitional criterion' will allow me to go beyond the 1993 framework by taking into account a number of important methodological developments of the last two decades. I will have a look at a referential approach to lexical meaning (as in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema 1994), a contextual feature approach (as in Speelman & Geeraerts 2009), and a word-space based distributionalist approach (as in Heylen, Peirsman, Geeraerts & Speelman 2008). For each of these approaches, I will try to indicate advantages and the drawbacks, an exercise that will lead to the conclusion that there is as yet no single and generally applicable method for establishing synonymy.

This conclusion will then be deepened by a critical look at the concept of synonymy itself: if we re-think synonymy, could it be that the absence of a methodological consensus reflects not just the weakness of linguistic methods, but a flaw in our conception of meaning?
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The role of homosemasy (semantic equivalence) for constructing comparative concepts in cross-linguistic studies

Linguists who specialize in the comparison of languages routinely make use of homosemasy, i.e. semantic equivalence across languages, as a tertium comparationis. This is true not only for lexical comparison (whether historical-comparative or typological), but also for most cases of morphosyntactic comparison: purely form-based grammatical comparison is too difficult, because forms vary too much. In fact, typologists have often claimed that typological comparison of grammatical patterns is exclusively meaning-based, but this is too strong – in addition to semantic similarity, typological comparative concepts often involve some formal similarity as well.

An important observation is that just as there is no true synonymy, there is no true homosemasy: Meanings are often similar across languages, but rarely match perfectly. Cross-linguistic semantic variation is rampant. This means that cross-linguistic comparison must involve a set of special semantic concepts (which I call comparative concepts), which are not meanings of particular language forms, but are created specifically for the purpose of language comparison. I illustrate such comparative concepts from the World Loanword Database (Haspelmath & Tadmor 2009) and from their use in semantic maps (Haspelmath 2003). Unless one adopts an extreme decompositional approach, the comparative concepts cannot be used for the description of language-particular categories. Finally, I show that the same holds for morphosyntactic, formally defined entities such as cases, relative clauses or converbs: Comparative concepts are separate from descriptive categories, and language comparison and language description/analysis are more independent of each other than is often thought (cf. Haspelmath 2009, 2010).
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Among the questions posed in the call for papers for the conference is "What does synonymy (at any level/in any form) reveal about language?" A recurring answer is that synonymy --- or even near-synonymy --- can be used to argue for arbitrariness in the form-function (or semantics-syntax) mapping. Thus, researchers cite pairs such as "leaves" and "foliage", "mail" and "letters", or "poems" and "poetry" to argue for the arbitrariness of the mass/count distinction (e.g., Chierchia 1998, Ware 1975). Similarly, pairs like English "blush" and its Italian translation equivalent "arrossire" have been used to argue for the arbitrariness of the unaccusative/unergative verb distinction (e.g., Rosen 1984) and pairs like alternating "sour" and transitive-only "embitter" or alternating "shake" and intransitive-only "shiver" for the arbitrariness of the causative alternation (e.g., Farsi 1974).

In this talk, I will revisit some of these examples and suggest that they do not actually support arbitrariness in the form-function mapping for the associated phenomena. I will argue that these pairs at best represent near-synonyms so that their members do differ in meaning and that this difference in meaning is one that is critical to their difference in behavior. I will further suggest that such pairs arise because meanings are construals of the world, so that even if in one instance "leaves" and "foliage" might refer to the same entity -- the basis for the synonymy claim -- the two words capture different representations of this entity. In fact, it is this point that underlies Wierzbicka's well-known study of "oats" and "wheat" (1985). The conclusion, then, is that words with similar meaning constitute a rich domain for studying the semantics-syntax mapping and for developing finer-grained lexical semantic analyses.
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Workshop on Computational Approaches to Synonymy

Graeme Hirst, Kentaro Inui and Stede Manfred
University of Toronto
Tohoku University
University of Potsdam

Many problems and applications in computational linguistics and natural language processing implicitly invoke, in various forms, the concept of synonymy or identity of meaning. In one way or another, they involve either determining identity (or non-identity) of meaning in different surface forms or creating different surface forms for a single meaning.

For example, paraphrase recognition is an important component of the more-general problem of recognizing textual entailment. Textual tailoring and personalization seeks to find the most effective linguistic realization of a message for a particular user; automatically simplifying texts and creating stylistic variations are special cases of this. Lexical choice in text generation tries to find the best word for a given meaning and to discriminate it from other words that are close in meaning but not synonymous in the context. Cross-lingual document retrieval and other cross-lingual applications such as, in particular, machine translation conflate the ideas of synonymy and translation equivalence.

But while there has been a large amount of research on computational methods for determining degree of similarity in lexical meaning and for recognizing paraphrase, little attention has been given to theoretical considerations of synonymy. Mostly, it is treated as a boolean property (two words are or aren't in the same synset; two sentences are or aren't mutual entailments) with little thought of any theoretical underpinning.

On the other hand, the real-world linguistic problems that natural language processing addresses provide useful test cases for linguistic theories of synonymy, and the computational methods developed are de facto theories of synonymy even if not intended as such.

This workshop will explore computational approaches to synonymy, with an emphasis on explicating their implicit theoretical notions and their implications for linguistic theory.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate semantic, syntactic, pragmatic, discourse and textual properties of five one-word adverbials (so, then, thus, therefore, hence) marking the specific function of the causal relation, i.e. result in written discourse of the BNC. These words are considered roughly synonymous, yet we should be skeptical about their full synonymy, even though the hypothesis is that they are all oriented towards a conclusion and cue a relationship of resultative nature. Yet the semantic space of result is not evenly divided between them and each of them can be understood to express another cognitive way of thinking about result, which is related to certain pragmatic, semantic, distributional and, possibly, discourse-textual differences.

The paper will demonstrate and discuss these differences and try to answer the question why English has all these different ways of licensing result relations. The words in focus will be compared as members of an onomasiological set, which yields not only similarities between them, but also certain differences, as some are more prototypical of result than others. Consequently, this may lead to the questioning of the aptness of the label “result” (which even intuitively seems to be very general) as describing the role of all the investigated words in managing information flow, text structure and social interaction. Thus an investigation of the similarities and differences in the behavior of so, therefore, hence etc. will not only be situated in the area of purely linguistic exercises, but will also touch upon the area of human cognition and social needs for making such distinctions.
Co-extension and near-synonymy in color categorization

Research question – Continuing the line of research set out in Geeraerts (2006), Geeraerts et al. (1994), Geeraerts and Speelman (2010), the study addresses the interaction between concept-related semantic features and sociolectal parameters underlying lexical heterogeneity. By mapping the referential range of color terms in internet product catalogs on the basis of their RGB values, we can explore the conceptual and contextual factors that determine the extension of color categories of different specificity and the patterns of their referential overlap. Specifically, we focus on the phenomena of co-extension and near-synonymy as the major construal types in overlapping categories.

Background – The analysis applies the categorization model proposed by MacLaury (1992, 1997) that specifically addresses the multiple instances of referential overlap and near-synonymy in the color domain. Using vast empirical data, MacLaury identified four types of category construal - inclusion, coextension, near-synonymy and complementation - all having the same underlying cognitive mechanism of (dis)similarity emphasis. Focusing on co-extension as the most common type of referential overlap, he also demonstrated that the asymmetries in this type of construal license the use of near-synonymous names within the same referential range. With the growing recognition of (dis)similarity as a basic categorization mechanism (Jameson and Alvarado 2003, Langacker 2009, Taylor 2003), this model proves particularly insightful for the linguistic analysis of (near)-synonymy. Specifically, it allows accounting for salience effects, non-discreteness and multidimensionality of lexical meaning that had been revealed by cognitive linguistic studies and that provide major challenges for the notion of synonymy traditionally formulated in terms of ‘mosaic’ semantic fields, semantic features, or truth-conditional equivalence (Geeraerts et al. 1994, Geeraerts 2006, Divjak and Gries 2006, Glynn 2010).

Method and design – The study is based on an extensive corpus of color names and color samples (over 65 000 observations) used by US manufacturers for online marketing in four product categories (automobiles, clothing, make-up, and house paints). The available material provides linguistic, sociolectal and referential parameters of color naming in advertising and is particularly suited for an independent measurement of referential range of the color names using the automatically retrieved RGB values of the color samples.

Building on MacLaury’s criteria for inclusion, coextension, and near-synonymy, we explore semasiological and onomasiological variation in overlapping color categories, such as purple, mauve, lavender, lilac. Starting from a semasiological perspective, we first map the referential range of basic and non-basic color words in order to identify the semasiological structure of color categories and the patterns of co-extension and near-synonymy in their referential overlap. The second stage investigates whether the degree and the pattern of referential overlap significantly correlate with conceptual factors (such as vagueness and prototypicality of the color concept, entrenchment and complexity of the color name, specificity of the color name and color concept) and contextual factors (product category and type, target consumer). Taking the onomasiological perspective, we zoom in on the areas of referential overlap and explore the factors that influence the degree of lexical heterogeneity and the choices of basic and non-basic color names for a specific referential area. For instance, as a conceptual factor, is there more or less diversity in one area of the color spectrum than in the other, and, as an additional contextual factor, is this effect the same across the four product categories?
The multivariate (regression) techniques used in the analysis allow us to give an integrated multifactorial account for the interaction of conceptual and contextual factors in color category construal and thus take the notion of near-synonymy in color-naming beyond referential overlap.
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Synonymy is both Gradient and Context-Dependent

Regardless of the semantic theory or model, in practically all treatments of synonymy the degree of semantic similarity among words is represented as a constant property – be it Boolean or gradient – holding among a selected set of words (often pairs), throughout an aggregate of all conceivable usage contexts. Consequently, little attention is paid to the degree of synonymy, semantic similarity, or interchangeability among purported synonyms in the underlying multitude of individual distinct contexts of usage. We argue that in addition to synonymy being a gradient phenomenon (cf. Miller & Charles 1991), synonymy can be seen to vary in natural usage from one context to another, such contexts being constituted by explicitly identifiable linguistic properties that can be analyzed according to some linguistic theory. This view is in line with a probabilistic theory of how language works.

Our view results from the computational analysis of four Finnish THINK verbs (3,404 sentences extracted from corpora; Arppe 2008) and six Russian TRY verbs (1,351 sentences; Divjak 2010). We explicitly studied the impact of a multitude of linguistic and extra-linguistic properties on the selection of one synonym over others in a large number of contexts. In our analysis, we applied polytomous logistic regression, which models the proportions of occurrence among a number of possible outcomes, given the occurrence of explanatory properties in various observable contexts (Arppe 2008). This statistical modeling approach implies that, given a linguistic analysis scheme, the distributions of expected probabilities of occurrence among possible alternative outcomes, i.e. synonyms, may in principle vary from one combination of explanatory properties, i.e. a context, to another. In practice, this variation ranges from a near-categorical preference for only one of the words in the synonym set, to near-equieprobable contexts where all synonyms are in principle equally likely to occur, with a variety of other recognizable scenarios of expected occurrence in between these extremes. Thus, in terms of the explanatory properties, in practice, some contexts do not allow for synonymy at all, whereas others do not provide much explicit distinction among the synonymous alternatives. In the latter case, more information about e.g. the general discourse situation and its participants, including “nuances” outside traditional linguistic analysis (Inkpen & Hirst 2006), would appear necessary.

Thus, synonymy clearly appears to be both a context-dependant and a contextually varying phenomenon (cf. Sinclair’s [1991] notion of variation of contextual preferences among word-forms of the same lemma). It does, nevertheless, vary systematically in terms of the context, and we will provide concrete example cases of this for both Finnish and Russian.
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Near synonymy in partially specific constructions as evidence for the lexicon-syntax continuum

Rethinking the lexicon-syntax dichotomy as a continuum, as proposed in Construction Grammar and associated theories, raises the question to what extent there may be synonymy across what used to be seen as distinct modules. In this contribution, we discuss two Dutch constructions that express a very similar meaning, but are outwardly very different, one being more ‘morphological’ and the other more ‘syntactic’. The main questions we address is whether the same factors play a role in lexical and syntactic (near-) synonymy, particularly in the distribution of these two partially specific constructions, and to what extent differences in distribution reflect differences in constructional meaning.

Examples of the V-BAAR and IS TE V constructions are given in (1) and (2) respectively. In both cases, the construction expresses the (lack of) possibility that an entity X (expressed as the subject) undergoes event Y (expressed as the verbal stem in (1) and in the infinitival form in (2).

1. Zijn handschrift is niet leesbaar
   His handwriting is not readable

2. Zijn handschrift is niet te lezen
   His handwriting is not to read.INF

A corpus analysis of instantiations of the constructions shows that both are rather frequent (>200 types for each construction in the 10-million word Corpus of Spoken Dutch). Out of these, 55 verbs occur with both constructions; instantiations with these verbs therefore potentially constitute pairs of synonyms. The corpus data and an experiment using novel instantiations showed that the main meaning difference lies in the speaker’s stance: the IS TE V construction tends to express the assessment of possibility, whereas the V-BAAR construction is often used for more factual statements.

Of the 55 verbs, a smaller subset shows signs of lexicalization, in one or both of the constructions. In such cases, the form has a specific meaning that cannot easily be deduced compositionally. For example, the verb eten (to eat) produces the forms eetbaar (‘edible, not poisonous’) and is te eten ‘is tasty’. Usually, the differences are less dramatic: the verb is the bereiken (can be reached) can refer to both physical and mental destinations, but bereikbaar (reachable) is nearly exclusively found with concrete locations.

The immediate syntactic context also exerts influence: the IS TE V construction is more commonly found with verbs that prefer clausal objects. The effect is that pragmatic associations differ for the two constructions, and to the extent that pragmatics is seen as part of meaning, this reduces the synonymy between the two. However, at least one factor that plays a role, priming, has nothing to do with meaning: the sheer occurrence of one of the constructions makes its reappearance later in the same conversation more likely.

We conclude two things. First, novel instantiations and some of the distributional data provide evidence that the two constructions show subtle semantic differences. Second, similar factors apply to both the morphological and the syntactic construction, which argues against maintaining a strict dichotomy between lexicon and syntax.
Beyond the synset: Swesaurus -- a fuzzy Swedish wordnet

Swesaurus is a free Swedish wordnet currently under construction in our research unit. Swesaurus is made up in part by a combination of a number of pre-existing freely available lexical resources. Two central resources for the purposes of this presentation are SALDO and Synlex.

SALDO (Borin et al. 2008; Borin & Forsberg 2009; <http://sprakbanken.gu.se/eng/saldo/>) is a full-scale Swedish lexical-semantic resource with non-classical, associative relations among word and multiword senses. The senses in SALDO are identified by carefully designed persistent formal identifiers, and for this reason, SALDO has become the “pivot” resource of all our computational lexicon activities, including Swesaurus (Borin et al. 2010; <http://sprakbanken.gu.se/eng/swefn/>). We will say something about the relationship of SALDO’s associative relations to classical lexical-semantic relations and how we intend to incorporate the SALDO relations in Swesaurus.

Synlex (Kann & Rosell 2006) is a graded Swedish synonym list created by asking members of the public – users of an online Swedish-English dictionary – to judge the degree of synonymy of a random, automatically generated synonym pair candidate.

We will describe our experiments turning the graded synonymy relations of Synlex into fuzzy synsets in Swesaurus. The introduction of fuzziness into a wordnet raises many intricate methodological and theoretical questions, e.g., if w1 is a graded synonym of w2, and w1 is a hyponym of w3, what is the relation between w2 and w3? Similarly, if wa is a synonym of degree 0.75 of wb and wb is a synonym of degree 0.9 of wc, what – if any – is the degree of synonymy between wa and wc?

If synonymy is seen as an all-or-none transitive and symmetric relation, the construction of synsets from synonym pairs is arguably straightforward: We can simply compute the transitive closure of the synonymy relation.

When graded synonymy enters the picture, which method to use for collecting synonym pairs into synsets becomes much less obvious, and especially how to assign a degree of synonymy to “derived” pairs, i.e., pairs not in the original list. We have experimented with two different approaches for turning Synlex synonym pairs into fuzzy synsets in Swesaurus, transitive closure and clique formation. We will present the outcomes of these experiments and discuss the merits and disadvantages of the two methods.
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Selfish Words: what can words in competition tell us about language change?

As speakers, we have a number of word choices at our disposal when it comes to expressing a given meaning, for example, in English, when thinking of the concept of “two”, one can refer to this by saying “pair”, “twin”, “two”, “couple” and so on, yet, most often we chose “two” over all other lexical items. What governs the choices we make and how can we characterise this linguistic behaviour? Using techniques devised for describing population genetics and evolutionary biology, our results show that like genes, words come under pressure (that is, biased in some way), rather than being used neutrally under drift.

In the paper, we explore lexical variation in two corpora of Spoken American English (namely from LAMSAS, Kretzschmar et al 1993, and LAGS, Pederson et al 1986) using statistical tools to capture word-use within populations of speakers. The data consist of spoken records characterising the use of words for everyday items, concepts or events such as “wife”, “chair”, “thunderstorm”, “driven”, or “three”. The participants were asked identical sets of questions like “what do you call the place where you store your clothes?” thereby aiming to elicit responses such as “closet”, “wardrobe” and other variants. Here we report on the frequencies of different words which participants select to refer to the same items, for example, “attic”, “loft”, “garret”, and so on. Our interest, located within a cognitive approach to language and cultural evolution is in whether the choice of word is proportional to how often each word is used among the population of speakers (termed here “neutral use”), or whether word use is biased in favour of the most frequently used words (“conformist use”).

Using Ewens Sampling Formula (1972), we find that the majority of these word-use frequency distributions deviate significantly from what would be expected of “neutral use”. In all of these cases one or a small number of variants (e.g., “attic”) dominates the distribution, being used far more often than expected by chance given the availability of other forms (such as “garret” or “loft”). In the remaining cases, the different word-variants (for instance, “fire-grates” or “andirons”) are used in frequencies expected under our neutral-use scenario and in no case were different words employed in equal or even approximately equal frequencies.

The current work explores the concept of ”synonymy” from a usage-driven perspective, where words which occupy (at least) some overlapping semantic space (variants such as "attic" and "loft") can be understood to compete against the each for the attention of speakers in a given population (much like viruses or other biological phenomena, Mufwene 2002). We show how this approach can sharpen our understanding of not just how language-use evolves within communities but why some variants come to dominate.
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We ought to re-think synonymy, shouldn’t we?
A corpus-based reassessment of two English modals’ substitutability

The English modals *should* and *ought to* “seem to be largely interchangeable” (Palmer 1990; cf. similar sentiments in Coates 1983: 69; Quirk et al. 1985: 227; Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 186). Some proposals for possible distinctions have nonetheless been made, based *inter alia* on (i) subjectivity vs. objectivity (Swan 1980: 550; Gailor 1983: 348; Aarts and Wekker 1987: 193; Myhill 1996; Collins 2009: 54) (ii) absence vs. presence of an implication of non-fulfillment (Close 1981: 121; Gailor 1983: 348-349; Westney 1996: 170) and (iii) relative frequency vs. infrequency of epistemic reading (Coates 1983; Palmer 1987: 134; Collins 2009).

To test whether these and a few other claims made in the literature could be verified, we conducted a corpus-based study involving over 1000 sentences with *should* or *ought to* in contemporary spoken and written British English and coded them for 28 parameters. Raw frequency and frequency per discourse mode could not be coded, but the data confirmed previous observations that *should* is used much more frequently than *ought to* and that the frequency of *ought to* in spoken language is higher than its frequency in written language. To find out which of the parameters investigated contribute significantly to the distribution of *should* and *ought to*, we fitted a logistic regression model, making sure any corruption of the model caused by multicollinearity was excluded.

Eight parameters were shown to exert a unique and significant impact on the choice of *should* vs. *ought to*, in order of decreasing strength: (i) inversion, (ii) a following contracted perfect infinitive, (iii) no adverb or a following rather than preceding adverb, (iv) verb-marked negation, (v) embedding by *suggest* or a similar item, (vi) reference to the non-past, (vii) no embedding by *think* or a similar cognition expression and (viii) third (vs. first or second) person subject. All other factors turned out not to be significant or were left out of the model because they correlated with one or more parameters in the model.

Our model thus provides a parsimonious and accurate description of the *should*/ought to variation. It also guides us towards a possible explanation, which we believe can be found in the different grammatical status of *should* and *ought to*, the former being a true modal auxiliary, the latter being a semi-auxiliary (a blend between a modal and a lexical verb). We argue that this difference can account for the four strongest distinctions in usage we revealed.

We further discuss the results of a subsequent distinctive collexeme analysis (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003) supporting the claim made above that *should* (compared to *ought to*) occurs relatively more frequently with situations which are likely to be carried out than with unlikely situations (cp., e.g., *It should be noted that*... vs. *He ought to be crucified*) but rejecting the above claim that *should* is more subjective (e.g. *Abstracts should / ??ought to be submitted by April 16, 2010*). Finally, we reflect on the implications of our study for the (non)existence of free variation in language.
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Synonymy in an approach to combined distributional and compositional semantics

We outline a perspective on synonymy from a novel approach to combining distributional and compositional semantics, Lexicalized Compositionality (LC). In LC logical forms, the standard model-theoretic lexical predicates (e.g., cat\') are replaced with distributional concepts (notated as e.g., cat°). cat° corresponds to the set of all linguistic contexts (expressed as logical forms) in which the lexeme cat occurs. We consider hypothetical contexts, which are based on all the possible statements true in some world (allowing a comparison to model-theoretic approaches), and actual contexts, corresponding to an individual's linguistic experience.

The aim of LC is to investigate models of semantics which are psycholinguistically plausible in terms of linguistic information. Some utterances are directly grounded. In such cases, contexts can be paired with perceptual data, and linguistic concepts, such as cat°, related directly to real world entities. However utterances can be understood which are not immediately grounded at all or only partially grounded. We assume that speakers' knowledge of word meaning is primarily acquired implicitly, from actual contexts (grounded or ungrounded), but that there is also a more minor role for explicit 'expert' knowledge. Individual speakers will have somewhat different models of word meaning, and understanding may thus require negotiation.

Within this approach, the notion of synonymy is multifaceted. Classic synonymy corresponds to the situation where a hearer is (more or less) directly informed that a term means the same thing as one they are already familiar with. For example: The aubergine (eggplant) has to be one of my favourite vegetables. http://www.earth.li/~kake/cookery/aubergine.html (last accessed 10th August 2010)

The much commoner case of near-synonymy (Edmonds and Hirst, 2002) corresponds to similarities between context sets. We hypothesise that the process of understanding a new word involves an initial approximation to the nearest known linguistic concepts(s) (by context set comparison), followed by the acquisition of differentiating information. We define a notion of a characteristic context in terms of the differences between two context sets. For instance, a hearer to whom rancid is a relatively unfamiliar term may initially relate it to off/bad/rotten etc, but then additionally differentiate it using further contexts (perhaps by its preferential application to fatty foodstuffs compared to bad). Alternatively, or additionally, an 'expert' definition may be known. In normal communication, the coarse-grained notion of synonymy (i.e., that rancid relates to off etc) usually suffices for understanding.

We should emphasize the differences between our approach and the usual computational models of distributional similarity (Harper, 1965, onwards). Clearly our contexts are much more structured: the recent trend is towards higher structure (e.g., Erk and Padó (2008)), but our work is still distinct in aiming for a logical account that incorporates distributions, thus allowing for (relatively conventional) logical inference. Furthermore, in our account, the contexts come from a specific individual's experience. We expect this to give very different results from the standard approaches which utilise data from very heterogeneous sources.

Our work is at a very early stage and has primarily involved development of the theoretical account. Given the current lack of individualised corpora, empirical work involves approximations of linguistic contexts. However, we believe these ideas suggest new theoretical perspectives for computational experiments on synonymy.
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A corpus-based analysis of quasi-synonymous adjectives in German

The aim of this paper is to prove to what extent corpus-based statistical data is helpful for semantic and pragmatic discrimination of quasi-synonymous adjectives, even if these adjectives are represented in dictionaries as meaning absolutely the same. The analysis of combinatorial profiles of a group of quasi-synonymous German adjectives (namely ausgezeichnet, hervorragend, exzellent, herrlich, vortrefflich and vorzüglich) allows us to objectivate both the semantic structure of nomina modified by a given adjective and the discourse domain. Since these two parameters govern the use of every adjective in question such an analysis can provide an appropriate basis for the relevant semantic and pragmatic discrimination.

In principle, there are three ways to explain relevant specifics of the combinatorial profiles of these adjectives.

(a) There are combinatorial differences which go back to the semantic class of the modified nouns. In this case, the semantic structure of the adjective itself displays features that predict combinatorial restrictions and preferences, i.e. the specifics of co-occurrence are semantic in nature.

(b) There are differences which go back to given discourse domains. In this case, the specific properties of the combinatorial behaviour of every adjective go back to their preference for certain discourse types or registers as well as for certain thematic fields, rather than to the meaning of the adjective itself. So, there are words that are avoided in spoken colloquial language, but are frequently used in the feuilleton of big magazines. In the everyday language people talk about weather differently than in the weather report. On the other hand, the choice of an adjective from the given group of quasi-synonyms can be influenced by the subject area discussed in the text. For instance, people talk about sports in different terms than about antique arts or about food. It means that besides the discourse type and register also the thematic domain plays a role while choosing a fitting word. Often it is not possible to separate both phenomena from each other (a reportage on sport events is, e.g., a thematically bound discourse type). Therefore, we consider both phenomena within the same category, namely discourse domain. The meaning explanations of the adjectives in question do not display any differentiative semantic features. They can be discriminated from each other only by an additional comment, such as “preferably in discourse domain X”.

(c) There are also combinatorial peculiarities which cannot be explained systematically, i.e. the corpus analysis clearly shows that a given adjective may have combinatorial preferences that go back neither to its semantic class nor to a certain discourse domain. Here we are dealing with individual combinatorial properties that have to be fixed as lists. What is extremely important is that the list-representation makes sense only if all other possibilities do not work.

Which of the three explanation ways (a), (b) or (c) fits the data in every concrete case can be decided only on the basis of corpus analysis. We used here the platform CCDB Mannheim (© C. Belica) and the tools of the DWDS-Wortprofile (Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences).

The first phase of our research (Dobrovol’skij 2004; Dalmas/Dobrovol’skij in print) has revealed significant combinatorial differences among the given lexemes, which can partly be explained via properties of their inner form fixed in their morpheme structures. Conceptual features of this kind have to be included in the semantic explanation.
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Semantic similarity in non-native English: the case of *may* and *can* in French-English interlanguage

This work presents one possible empirical route to trace patterns of semantic behavior in a corpus of French learner English. I investigate to what extent the expression of the semantic domain of POSSIBILITY, as conveyed by *may* and *can*, differs in native English and French-English interlanguage. I will specifically discuss (i) how English native speakers use *may* and *can* in a more data-driven way than is usually adopted in studies on modality, and (ii) how the uses of *can* and *may* by French learners differs from that of native speakers and what these distributional differences suggest as to what motivates the different patterns.

At the intersection between corpus linguistics and cognitive semantics, Gries & Divjak (2009) and Gries & Otani (2010) argue in favor of a Behavior Profile (BP) approach to semantic analysis, which allows to explore how meanings and functions of lexical and syntactic elements are correlated with the distribution(s) of formal elements within their contexts. However, with only one exception, applications have focused on polysemy, synonymy, and antonymy to native-speaker data from one language only or, in the case of Divjak & Gries (2009), the study of phasal verbs in English and Russian.

The current work presents an application of the BP approach to the domain of interlanguage. I investigated 3700 instances of *may* and *can* in English and French-English interlanguage as well as French *pouvoir* in three different corpora: the French sub-section of the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE), the Louvain Corpus of Native English Essays (LOCNESS) and the Corpus de Dissertations Françaises (CODIF). I annotated these instances for 22 semantic and morpho-syntactic variables, including a total of 98 features and resulting on tens of thousands of data points. The statistical treatment of the annotated data includes both a monofactorial analysis that involves assessing the behavior of *may* and *can* in relation to individual semantic and morpho-syntactic independent variables; and a multifactorial analysis which involves the statistical modelling of possible interactions between independent variables and their effects on *may* and *can*.

The results of the monofactorial assessment confirm the relevance of a contextually-grounded approach. Linguistic components such as the senses of *may* and *can*, the type of clauses they occur in, the type of lexical verbs they occur with or the type of (in)animacy of their subject referents have all been identified as highly influencing components within the corpus (each individual component showing a \( p \)-value smaller than 0.001). However, results also indicate that the frequencies of *may* and *can* differ considerably across the corpora (\( \chi^2 = 3716.93, p < 0.001, \) Cramer’s \( V = 0.71 \)), thus suggesting that the identified semantic and morpho-syntactic features yield different interaction patterns in each individual sub-corpus. I am currently carrying out a multifactorial analysis to investigate behavioral patterns characteristic of *may* and *can* both in L2 and IL.

This work shows that, in addition to providing a data-driven methodology for linguistic patterns and their semantics in one language, the BP approach also provides a useful empirically-grounded way to study characteristics of interlanguage varieties.
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Two times ‘go’ in Shangaci: semantics or pragmatics?

Shangaci, a Bantu language spoken in Mozambique, has two seemingly synonymous verbs to express ‘go’: -entta and -lawa. In the question below the two ‘go’-verbs are perfectly interchangeable.

(1) a. o-tt-éntt’ ó-nliímpu
   2SG-PRES-go 17-3.well
   ‘are you going to the well?’

   b. o-ttí-láw ó-nliímpu
   2SG-PRES-go 17-3.well
   ‘are you going to the well?’

However, the answers to the above questions suggest that the verbs differ in meaning and/or use.

(2) a. waalá ki-tt-éntt’ ó-muúti
    nor 1SG-PRES-go 17-3.town
    ‘no, I am going home’

   b. kha-n-cúuwi nkhámá ki-ttí-laáwa
    NEG-IPL-know if 1SG-PRES-go
    ‘I do not know whether I am going’

Moreover, -entta and -lawa follow very different grammaticalization paths. The verb -entta is used as an auxiliary to express predication focus (3) (Devos and van der Wal 2010), whereas the auxiliary -lawa is used for discourse deixis (4) (Bourdin 2008) indicating that an action takes place at some distance from the deictic centre. As persistence of the original lexical meaning is typical in grammaticalization (Hopper 1991), the different paths followed by -entta and -lawa suggest a difference in lexical meaning.

(3) yoómbw’etó kha-y-ital-éeni y-éntt-é ó-khízeéy-a
    7.pot 7.DEM NEG-7-be.full-PERF 7-GO-PERF 15-be.halffull-INF
    ‘that pot is not full, it is half full’

(4) a-tthíir-i m-muuti’ phúule a-láa a-cí-viíth-i
    2-run-PERF 18-3.town 18.DEM 2-GO 2-REF-hide-PERF
    ‘They fled from that town, and hid themselves’

The paper aims at defining the nature of the difference between the two verbs (pragmatic or semantic) and its implication for their identification as synonymous or merely similar forms. A related theoretical question is whether lexemes can be considered synonymous when they are semantically identical but pragmatically different, or reformulated: should synonyms be defined in purely semantic terms?
Botne (2005) identifies a similar pair of ‘go’-verbs in the Bantu language Chindali. According to him the difference is of a purely pragmatic nature: both verbs express going somewhere but in one case the goal is salient, whereas in the other case the motion is salient. The Shangaci verbs could be said to involve the same pragmatic difference. In (2a) the goal is contrastively focused whereas in (2b) the going itself is questioned. Moreover, the grammaticalization of -entta as a marker of predication focus involves strengthening of the salience of goal. If the difference is solely pragmatic in nature, -entta and -lawa could be said to be synonymous forms sharing the same image-schematic structure. However, the difference in use of -entta and -lawa could also be a consequence of a more basic semantic distinction. As argued by Wilkins and Hill (1995) not all ‘go’-verbs are deictic and Shangaci could be said to have a deictic (i.e., -lawa) as well as a non-deictic (i.e., -entta) ‘go’-verb. In the grammaticalization of -lawa as a marker of discourse deixis, it is the deictic component of its meaning (away from deictic centre) that is strengthened. Such a semantic difference would imply that -entta and -lawa are similar but not synonymous forms.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>infinitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERF</td>
<td>perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>reflexive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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To what extent is synonymy a good indicator for verb complementation?
Challenging semantics-based accounts

This paper will discuss the relationship between verb meaning and verb complementation on the basis of a corpus-based comparison of semantically similar verbs (Faulhaber forthcoming). The question addressed is whether syntactic information can be deduced in a regular way from the meaning of verbs or has to be regarded as a matter of storage.

It is undoubtedly the case that meaning plays a role – and most likely even an important one – in how activities or situations are verbalized, i.e. with which formal complement types a verb can be combined or, alternatively, in which valency patterns it can occur. This is reflected in statements such as that “[k]nowing the meaning of a verb can be a key to knowing its behavior” (Levin 1993: 5), that there is “a principled interaction between the meaning of a word and its grammatical properties” (Dixon 1991: 6) and that “[s]emantically similar verbs show a strong tendency to appear in the same argument structure constructions” (Goldberg 2006: 58), which can be found in the context of various linguistic theoretical frameworks. Evidence provided for this assumption ranges from hand-picked examples to broad comparisons of verbs and their complementation patterns such as Levin’s English Verb Classes and Alternations (1993) or Hunston and Francis’s Pattern Grammar (2000), which aim to show that verbs which exhibit similar grammatical behavior – in the sense that they allow the same diathesis alternations (Levin 1993) or can occur in the same complementation patterns (Hunston and Francis 2000) – are also semantically similar. By implication, it could be (and has been) construed that synonymous or semantically similar verbs are also syntactically alike.

However, this assumption is clearly not without problems. For once, the conclusion that semantic similarity leads to syntactic similarity cannot be based on studies which take syntactic similarity as a starting point since differing uses are excluded ex ante (cf. Levin 1993 or Hunston and Francis 2000). Moreover, counter-evidence is not as “rare” as is often assumed, which becomes evident when large amounts of actual language data are taken into consideration. A comparison of more than twenty groups of semantically similar English verbs (all in all more than eighty verbs) as regards their complementation patterns – based on the corpus-based Valency Dictionary of English (Herbst, Heath, Roe, and Götz 2004) and further corpus research – clearly reveals that despite clear structural similarities a semantic determinist view of verb complementation is highly problematic: The amount of idiosyncratic restrictions, i.e. restrictions which can neither be accounted for on the basis of verb meaning (e.g. the verbs’ participants, lexical aspect, selection restrictions etc.) nor of the meaning of the complement types or patterns, is too big to be dismissed as peripheral (Faulhaber forthcoming). These results clearly emphasize the role of conventionalization in verb complementation, providing a strong case for rethinking a deterministic role of semantics in verb complementation and for strengthening the role of storage instead.
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From binary synonymy to near synonymy by optimal proxemy of lexical resources

Dictionaries of synonyms are often encoded as binary links between words. This encoding raises many issues. For example, we show that there is very little agreement between different expert-built resources, whereas they represent a similar linguistic reality. This may be due to the fact that absolute synonyms are rare and that most of the synonymy described in the dictionaries is in fact a description of nuances of a general meaning shared by a set of near-synonyms (Edmonds and Hirst, 2002). The complexity and scale of these nuances leave room for interpretation when projecting them on the basic “synonym/not synonym” alternative, which in turn gives rise to discrepancies between electronic lexical resources at the most fine-grained level. However, we claim that, at a coarser level, the patterns drawn by sets of near-synonyms should be mostly independent from the resource used to describe the lexicon of a given language. We propose a model that leverages the binary encoding of resources to represent the synonymy structure at various levels of granularity. This is not a new merging method, but an attempt at a better modelling of the notion of synonymy. Based on this model, we find an optimum level of granularity for which resources are the most similar, therefore our approach seems appropriate in order to infer near-synonymy patterns from any particular binary encoded resource.

We studied the similarities of seven well-known French dictionaries, binarily encoded as graphs in which vertices are words and two vertices are linked by an edge if they are considered synonyms. We used the F-score between sets of edges to measure the similarities between the unweighted graphencoded dictionaries of synonyms and found that it does not exceed 0.5. To model these resources on coarser levels, we introduce a notion of proxemy between any two words, based on the probability of reaching one word from another after a random exploration of the graph. At each step of the exploration, a particle is modelled to move from one word to any of its neighbours with a probability inversely proportional to its degree. Each word is thus associated to a proxemy vector characterising its semantic similarity with the other words. This vector depends on the starting vertex and on the number of exploration steps. When the number of steps tends to infinity, all words have the same proxemy vector, which describes the importance of each word in the graph, at the highest level of generality (Gaume et al., 2010). Conversely, after only one step, proxemy vectors have the lowest level of generality, taking only the neighbours of each node into account.

The distance between two resources is then defined as the mean euclidian distance between the proxemy vectors of the same word in the two graphs. We experimentally found an optimal number of proxemy steps for which the similarity of any two resources is maximal. This is an optimal level of generality, according to the proxemy model, that enables us to discover near-synonymy patterns that are similar across dictionaries whose binary synonymy patterns are very different.
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Synonymy as an operationalisation of conceptual structure

Synonymy could be the key to operationalising the study of culturally determined concepts. As such, this paper aims at developing a method for the corpus-driven analysis of cognitive models. It focuses on the concept of LIBERTY in 20C America. The description of linguistically encoded culturally rich concepts is a basic enterprise of Cognitive Linguistics (Wierzbicka 1985, Lakoff 1987, 1995). Despite the insights of such research, its method of analysis is notoriously weak - conceptual structures are proposed, based on sets of contextless expressions. Firstly, this method offers no means for the verification of results. Secondly, it offers no information about the how the expressions, and therefore the concepts, are used. The actual structure of the concept, relative to a speech community, is entirely unknown. These “Idealised” Cognitive Models are devoid of the complexity of social reality. A usage-based approach to concepts must resolve these two shortcomings. Drawing on Divjak (2006), Janda & Solovyev 2009, and Glynn’s (2010) approach to lexical synonymy, the study operationalises the problem of conceptual description by examining the use of the lexemes associated with a given concept.

The analysis is based upon two lexemes, examples of which are extracted from Time magazine - 250 occurrences of liberty and 250 of freedom (25 randomly selected occurrences from the first three years of each decade). Time magazine is chosen because it represents mainstream readership in American culture. The diachronic dimension of the study will help capture the social variation that is inherent in a Usage-Based Cognitive Model. Adopting the type of feature analysis developed in Gries (2006) and Glynn (2009), the examples are annotated for a range of formal, semantic, and sociolinguistic phenomena. Important factors include the grammatical construction associated with the lexeme, its source domain in figurative uses, the kind of patient affected by LIBERTY, its agentivity, as well as the topic of discourse.

Multiple Correspondence Analysis helps identify how the conceptual structure varies. During the 20s, 30, and 40s, liberty is often used when discussing nations, this shifts during the 50s and 60s to discussions about society, and then this shifts again during the 70s - 2000s to discussions of individual liberty. The metaphors associated with the lexeme shift in a similar pattern beginning with ‘liberty’ being conceptualised as a simple ‘object’ then toward the end of the century being conceptualised as a ‘struggle’ or as a ‘place’. Similar patterns are observed for the use of the lexeme freedom. An analysis of variance demonstrates that the most significant and important variation over the 20C is the kind of experiencer to which the lexemes refer. This runs parallel to the results of the Correspondence Analysis. A Regression Analysis focuses on the importance of the experiencer in the conceptualisation of LIBERTY and confirms that there is a statistically significant shift from abstract non-human experiencers of LIBERTY to concrete and individual experiencers. Could this represent a shift towards a more individualist conceptualisation or is it a merely a result of world politics and the political emphasis of the magazine? A comparative study, based on a different genre needs to be performed to answer this question. The study demonstrates the importance of the method for the study of cognitive models, both because it permits result verification and because it adds a usage-based dimension to those results.
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The Synonymy of Morphological Semantics.
A usage-based study of long and short adjectives in Russian

Synonymy is not unique to lexical semantics. From a Cognitive Linguistics perspective, where there is no theoretical distinction between lexis and syntax and all form is semantically motivated, syntactic and morphological alternations are, in fact, the study of (near) synonymy. The corpus-driven study of both synonymous syntax and lexis has a strong tradition in Cognitive Linguistics (Divjak 2006, Arppe 2008, Janda & Solovyev 2009, Glynn 2010, Heylen, 2005, Grondelaers et al. 2007, Divjak 2009, Speelman & al. 2010, Glynn & Robinson forthc.). However, Morphological semantics present certain hurdles that are not present in lexical and syntactic research. This study advances the state of the art by overcoming these hurdles and extending the corpus-driven Cognitive research to morphology proper in an analysis of long and short forms of predicative adjectives in Russian. The traditional grammars contrast the two forms stating that short adjectives profile inherent characteristics and are more typical of formal registers where the long form of adjectives profile more transient characteristics and tend to be more informal in use.

The study of morphological semantics presents two problems to the cognitive corpus linguist. Firstly, it is harder isolate morphological meaning from lexical meaning than it is for syntactic semantics. The large lexical variation typical of syntactic patterns makes constructional semantics more straightforward to isolate. This study resolves this problem by including a lexical semantic analysis and isolates the grammatical semantics by contrasting lexical - constructional pairings. In effect, the grammatical semantics are identified by determining what remains unchanged when we change the lexeme. Secondly, syntactic patterns often come in minimal pairs, or alternations, for which es-tablished statistical techniques (Logistic Regression Analysis) have been developed. These do not exist for looking at paradigms of several morphological variants. This study employs Multiple Correspondence Analysis, an exploratory multivariate technique that indentifies patterns of associations in the data even when there are more than two forms under investigation.

The data are taken from literature, news press, and online personal diaries. A total of 500 occurrences of the lexemes for happy and sad, in three forms - the short, the nominative long, and the instrumental long form, are manually coded. The analysis covers semantic, extralinguistic, and formal features. Grouping the nominative and instrumental forms of the adjectives together and contrasting them with the short forms results in a binary alternation, permits a Logistic Regression Analysis. The results of this analysis broadly confirm the hypothesis that there exists a difference in degree of inherentness of characteristics expressed by the two forms. However, there are clearly other variables affecting the distinction. Multiple Correspondence Analysis is used to examine the interaction of the three forms (nominative and instrumental sperately). The analyses reveal that for one of the two lexemes, the instrumental long form, behaves more like a short form of the adjective. It would seem, therefore that the traditional position is confirmed but with a qualification – instrumentals can, at least for certain lexemes, profile a more inherent characteristic. Clearly further research is needed, but the usefulness of Correspondence Analysis for the corpus study morphological semantics is demonstrated.
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Syntactic overplanning in language production: Evidence from speech errors

This paper explores the effect of parallel processing of synonymous syntactic structures based on an analysis of 104 naturally occurring Russian speech errors (slips of the tongue).

A well-known phenomenon resulting from parallel planning in natural language production is a speech error known as the lexical blend (e.g. `flown + driven → flivven`), when two near-synonyms (usually interpreted as contextual synonyms) are selected instead of one target lexeme. Word blends are normally thought to occur when two lemma nodes are activated to an equal level, and both are selected. Similarly, phrasal blends (e.g. `if you’re not careful + if you don’t watch out→ if you’re not watch out`) are regarded as different formulations of the same message intertwined in speech (Fay 1982; Coppock 2006), which can also be accounted for by the parallel selection of two competing lemma nodes.

While semantic blends are well-known and have been observed by many researchers of speech errors (Cutler, 1982; Fay, 1982; Garrett, 1980; Stemberger, 1990 etc.), little, if anything, has been said of purely syntactic blends, i.e. blends of two synonymous syntactic structures with the same set of lemmas.

An analysis of Russian speech error data reveals that such blends are not uncommon in spoken Russian (a highly inflected language, where grammatical features such as case, number etc. almost always surface as bound morphemes) and that, similarly to lemmas, syntactic structures do compete during sentence production, e.g.

(1) Mozno ja redisk-u doe-m + Mozno mne redisk-u doe-st' →
May I finish the radish?
May I finish the radish?

The error results from splicing the pronoun `ja`, the nominative case form of ‘I’, from the first phrase and `doest’`, the infinitive form of ‘finish’, from the second. Both phrases are a form of request.

(2) On stal xud-oj + On stal xud-ym → On stal xud-om
he became thin-SG.NOM he became thin-SG.INS he has grown thin.
He has grown thin.

The error is caused by blending two different case forms, the nominative and the instrumental, of the adjective `xudoj` ‘thin’. Either adjective case form collocates with the verb ‘become’.

Errors of this kind indicate that parallel planning is not confined to the lemma level of sentence generation; instead, they suggest parallelism in syntactic planning at the positional level of production (a level where, after the lemmas have been retrieved, the order of elements within a phrase is specified and all inflectional processing takes place). The blends occur when the processing mechanism fails to choose between the two competing positional level structures. Thus, syntactic blends suggest that parallelism, or overplanning is a basic principle of language production, which, alongside lexical retrieval, is involved in syntactic processing.

An implication for cognitive resource consumption is that syntactic structures are not produced automatically; instead, syntactic blends indicate that generating a syntactic structure requires significant processing resources (cf. Ferreira & Engelhardt, 2006).


A Construction Grammar Approach to German Support Verb Constructions

Support verb constructions (henceforth: SVCs) are constructions consisting of a verb with a reduced meaning (when compared to the full verb) and a noun. For example, (1a) illustrates the full verb meaning of German stellen ‘to put’, while (1b) uses stellen in a SVC.

(1) a. Peter stellt die Vase auf den Tisch.
   ‘Peter puts the vase on the table.’
   b. Peter stellt die Frage zur Diskussion.
       ‘Peter brings the question up for discussion.’

Previous analyses (e.g. von Polenz 1963, Winhart 2002) provide a detailed account of the function of the verb in SVCs. However, neither of the two approaches fully explains why certain verb-noun combinations are unacceptable. Compare, e.g., geraten ‘to get into’, which can combine with Brand ‘fire’ in (2a), but not with Feuer ‘fire’ in (2b), even though the two nouns are synonyms.

(2) a. Das Haus gerät in Brand.
    ‘The house catches fire.’
   b. *Das Haus gerät in Feuer.
      ‘The house catches fire.’

Von Polenz (1963) does not explain why such selectional restrictions occur at all and Winhart (2002) only provides an account for which arguments are obligatory, implicit, or optional.

This paper proposes a novel approach towards identifying selectional restrictions in German support verb constructions by applying insights from Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1985) and Construction Grammar. It differs from syntactic-centric and lexical-conceptual structure approaches in that frame-semantic information is shown to influence directly a verb’s and a noun’s ability to combine with each other. I argue that the nominalization in (2b) cannot combine with the support verb because the frame-semantic information evoked by Feuer is incompatible with the frame semantics of geraten. Thus, either the verb and/or the noun blocks the formation of a support verb constructions. My analysis shows that in order for the support verb and the noun to be able to combine, their frame-semantic information needs to be compatible (as in 1b). However, in some circumstances such as in (2a, b), SVCs need to be listed as idioms in the lexicon because there does not seem to be any compositional restrictions that allow geraten to combine with Brand ‘fire’ but not Feuer ‘fire’. Based on a corpus of more than 300 SVCs with geraten I show that there are different patterns of productivity and idomaticity that necessitate a network inheritance model. Some SVCs, such as ins Rollen geraten ‘to start rolling’ allow widespread replacement of the noun with near-synonyms. Other SVCs such as in (2a) do not allow such replacement. On this view, both the abstract meaning of a SVC (e.g., in X geraten ‘to get into X’) and item-specific knowledge needs to be captured to be able to account for the full range of SVCs headed by geraten. Therefore, I posit a new construction which captures all the meanings expressed by SVCs with geraten.
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Same conceptual content, different construals: On the Postposition / Preposition variation of Finnish path adpositions

Finnish is a predominantly postpositional language which also has a few prepositions and some two-faced adpositions that can be used in both functions (for a discussion, see e.g. Grünthal 2003). Many of such two-faced adpositions indicate a path, e.g., kauitta 'via', läpi 'through', pitkin 'along', halki 'across' and yli 'over [dynamic]'. In the literature it has been pointed out that there are differences between the variants that are related to their stylistical value: prepositions are more literal or archaic whereas postpositions are neutral. However, this characterization seems to be valid only in the spatial domain, since for instance temporal relations are usually more natural to be expressed by prepositions. It has also been pointed out (Leino 1993, Salmi 1994) that there are some semantic differences between the prepositional and postpositional variants of some Finnish path adpositions, most clearly kauitta 'via' and pitkin 'along'. These differences are, however, related to the construal of the path than to the conceptual content of the expression (for the distinction, see e.g. Langacker 2008). One crucial contrast goes between the meanings of actual motion (most naturally expressed with postpositions but also by prepositions; example 1) and the directional representation of static existence or occurrence of entities along the path (most naturally expressed with a preposition, example 2).

1) Juoks+i+mme metsä+n läpi.          ~  läpi metsä+n.  
   run+PST+1PL forest+GEN through through forest+GEN
   'We ran through the forest.'

2) Sien+i+ä kasv+o+i mon+in paiko+in läpi metsä+n.  
   mushroom+PL+PAR grow+PST+3SG many+PL.INS place+PL.INS through forest+GEN
   'There were mushrooms growing in many places throughout the forest.'

This last-mentioned path type is also illustrated by Talmy's (2000:71) example There is a house every now and then through the valley. According to Talmy, the example utilizes a sequential perspectival mode, which involves a moving proximal perspective point with a local scope of attention, i.e., a subjective scanning over a static configuration. In such an expression there is no mover traversing the path, and the construal of the path is based on a subjective operation by the conceptualizer. Our preliminary corpus analysis suggests that the usages of path postpositions concentrate in examples indicating actual motion, whereas prepositional path expressions are more flexible and heterogeneous in this respect – they can indicate actual motion (as in 1), but to indicate the meaning like that of example 2, a preposition is needed. From the point of view of synonymy, both variants thus indicate a path and convey a similar conceptual content, their difference lying in the way of construing the path – a preposition is more flexible than a postposition and favors a construal based on purely subjective operations.
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Why do we need external and internal case forms for the gram sisä- in Finnish?

Finnish has a rich system of grammatical words, or grams, which have many different functions. These functions extend from conceptually dependent adpositions to autonomous adverbs. When used as adpositions, many grams take their complement in the genitive case, which reflects the historical background of the construction: the grams were once nouns and the complements were their genitive modifiers. This is why Finnish grams often have many local case forms in use, many of them utilizing the case inflection to a remarkable extent.

The Finnish local case system has two paradigms: the internal cases (expressing notions like ‘inside’, ‘into’, ‘out of’), and the external cases (expressing notions like ‘at’, ‘to the outside of’ and ‘from the outside of’). A pervasive feature in both systems is directionality: both case series have a locative (‘in’/’at’) case, a lative (‘to’) case and a separative (‘from’) case. Some grams can be productively inflected in all local cases. For instance, the stem sisä- ‘in’, has a full paradigm: sisä+lää ‘in’ [ADESSIVE] ~ sisä+lää ‘from in’ [ABLATIVE] ~ sisä+lle ‘into’ [ALLATIVE] vs. sisä+ssä ‘in’ [INESSIVE] ~ sisä+stää ‘from in’ [ELATIVE] ~ sisä+xän ‘into’ [ILLATIVE]. However, unlike with proper nouns, it is not intuitively clear what the opposition between the internal and the external case forms of this gram are. Both express, after all, a relationship of containment. In contrast, the directionality opposition between different case forms of the gram is quite functional and transparent.

In cognitive linguistics, it has been assumed that basic spatial concepts include relations such as inclusion, separation, association and contact (Langacker 1987: 225–231). When applying such notions to case-inflected grams, we need to remember that they express two different relations simultaneously – one by the stem of the gram, another by the case ending. Another central assumption of cognitive linguistics is that full synonymy does not exist. Thus internal vs. external local case forms of a gram should not be synonymous either. However, the extensive literature on grammaticalization has not paid much attention to the internal morphology of grams. Even in typologically-based studies where the development of adpositions from nouns is described in detail (e.g., Heine & al. 1991; Svorou 1993), the internal morphology of grams is discussed only superficially if at all.

In our paper we study the spatial functions and actual usage of the gram sisä-, with special reference to a) the internal division of labor between the stem and the case ending, and b) the opposition between the internal vs. external case forms of the gram. We will show that in spite of their apparent synonymy in simple examples, there are grammatical uses and kinds of landmarks that are only compatible with one kind of a case form (internal or external) but not another. We will also study the usage of the grams in spoken and written corpora, showing how the apparently symmetric case paradigms are actually blended in usage: e.g., the lative meaning may be primarily expressed by the internal case form of the gram, whereas the locative and separative meanings are more often expressed by external case forms.
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Synonymy, sameness and semantic differences in verbal possessive constructions

The paper is dedicated to the problem of synonymy in syntax, i.e. whether competing possessive constructions in the verbal phrase are supposed to be synonym in a way that they are exchangeable. Working on possessive constructions a continuum between the advantage of linguistic economy and the need of expressing connotations provides a rich field for research, looking for the semantic overlap of these syntactic features.

The starting point of the investigation is a reconsideration of Heine’s quotation 1997:132 f.: “On the one hand, there are languages where there is only one construction (e.g. the ‘have’-construction in English), taking care of most or all of the spectrum of possessive notions, even if there are other constructions in addition to cover parts of the spectrum. In Manding and Ewe, however, the spectrum is divided up among different constructions. Whether this typological contrast is suggestive of basic differences in the way possession is conceptualized, remains to be investigated.”

Our analysis however is based on a corpus consisting of 16 languages of Europe both dead (Gothic, Latin, Greek, Cl. Armenian, OCHS) and alive (Slavic and Baltic languages), using up to 5 different verbal possessive constructions each. All verbal possessive construction have been classified – following Heine’s event-schemata – according to possessors, possessa, negation, special semantic meaning in a given context, so the question of synonymy and disambiguation can be answered both within a language, cross-linguistically and concerning historical developments starting with PIE. So the study goes far deeper than the works on competing possessive cases known within Classical Philology, by asking which possessive concepts are divided by non-synonym constructions and whether there are implicational hierarchies to be found within the disambiguation of these semantic groups.

A special consideration is dedicated to the question whether Indo-European languages use different possessive construction to express the difference between alienable and inalienable relations, what would contradict a concept of synonymy in possessive constructions. Although the opinion expressed so far is a very sceptical one (cf. Bauer 2000: 164: “No Indo-European language distinguishes explicitly between alienable and inalienable possession. Yet reinterpretation of evidence from a number of daughter languages suggests that Indo-European at a very early stage may have had this distinction.”), our answer is a positive one by giving evidence in a systematic difference expressed by alternating constructions following the principles of grammaticalisation.
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The Misspelling of Adpositional Phrases in Estonian – Illiteracy or Manifestation of Semantic Difference?

In Estonian there is a noticeable tendency to misspell adpositional phrases. It is fairly common to come across adpositional phrases written as one word, although according to the Estonian orthography the adpositional phrases should always be written as two words. It is hypothesized that the spelling issues of Estonian adpositional phrases are not only due to speakers’ poor knowledge of orthography, but are instead related to more basic tendencies operating in languages, such as the ‘one form one meaning’ principle. Therefore, we consider the orthographically correct analytic construction (Example 1a) and the misspelled synthetic construction (Example 1b) as two competing constructions with potentially distinct meanings.

1. (a)  Hoi-a dušš-I pea- Ø kohal
hold-imp.sg2 shower-sg.par head-gen over
‘Hold the shower head over your head’

(b)  Su-l o-n nüüd katus *peakohal
you-sg.all be-sg3 now roof.nom over
‘You have a roof over your head now’

This view is in accordance with many cognitive linguistic accounts, such as Goldbergian Construction Grammar, which refutes the possibility of full synonymy in a language, referring to the principles of No Synonymy and Maximized Expressive Power. Thus, if we consider the two constructions as syntactically distinct, there must be either semantic or pragmatic difference between them (Goldberg 1995; Goldberg 2006). It is hypothesized that orthographical incorrectness is related to the different meanings that these items may have for speakers – by ‘incorrect’ compounding speakers actually try to differentiate the abstract/metaphorical senses from the more concrete ones. The results of a forced choice task – during which the participants were also asked to explain their choice of construction in free form – conducted with 143 subjects confirmed this hypothesis.

The first reason for considering distinct meanings of these constructions is the fact that the orthographical issues arise when dealing with phrases that occur in metaphorical contexts (Example 1b) or express abstract functions, i.e. abstract relations in which motivation for using a particular adpositional phrase is not transparent anymore (Example 2). So it seems that different linguistic contexts trigger the use of different meanings: we may consider the adpositional phrases that occur in various contexts as polysemous, furthermore the misspelled phrases are believed be lexicalizing (Lehmann 2002; Brinton, Traugott 2005).

2.  Ma ole-n selle-Ø peale mõel-nud.
I.nom be-sg1 thiis-gen on think-pst.ptcp
‘I have thought about it’

It seems that another major factor triggering the variation is analogy, which is considered a significant factor in language change (Aitchinson 2000: 216). As the studies I have conducted (Jürine 2009) have shown, language users are not able to formulate any rules they might use to make a selection between the two forms, but seem to rely on their feeling for language and use
analogies (they learn the orthography of some adpositional phrases and then extend the rule to everything that seems comparable). The category of Estonian compound adverbs may set the pattern to misspell. From this perspective, the current variation, i.e. spelling the Estonian adpositional phrases as either one or two words, may indicate the beginnings of new compound adverbs. In which context exactly the orthographically incorrect constructions are more likely to occur is to be clarified via corpus-based research.
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In Estonian, we have among other synonymous items, several ways to express spatial relations – we can use locative cases or adpositional constructions. The present paper builds on previous research on this topic (Klavan et al. to appear) and the aim is to determine what does the choice between the Estonian locative constructions with the adessive case (example 1a) and the adposition peal (example 1b) depend on. The language data analysed comes from two linguistic experiments – a production task and an acceptability task. The paper proceeds from the theoretical premises of both Construction Grammar (Goldberg 1995, 2006) and Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 1987, 2008), where one of the basic general assumptions is that of no-synonymy – when two constructions differ syntactically, then they also differ either semantically or pragmatically (Goldberg 1995: 67).

Previous research has shown (Klavan et al. to appear) that although the Estonian locative cases and adpositional constructions are said to “express more or less the same meaning” in traditional grammars of Estonian (Erelt et al. 1995: 34), there are differences in how language speakers actually use these constructions. Klavan et al. (to appear) report the results of a forced choice task and a production task carried out with 138 native speakers of Estonian, aged between 15 and 71. The results of these studies confirm that the type of relation between the Figure and Ground plays a role: when the relation is abstract, the preferred choice is the adessive case; when we have a spatial scene, where the relation is somewhat unusual or atypical (e.g. a book on top of an alarm-clock), the language users prefer the adpositional construction. However, with common, everyday spatial scenes (e.g. a vase on the table), the picture is not as clear-cut: both the adessive case and the adpositional construction were used in the two studies with more or less the same frequency.

In order to determine what factors play a role in stereotypical spatial relations, two further studies have been devised – a production task and an acceptability task. The production task tests whether the following factors have an effect: animacy and size of the Figure, animacy and type of the Ground, and the type of contact between the Figure and Ground. It is predicted, among other things, that when the Ground is a thing (e.g. a tray), the preferred choice is the adposition peal (‘on’) and when it is a place (e.g. a wall), the language users prefer the adessive case. Previous research (e.g. Bartens 1978, Klavan et al. to appear, Ojutkangas 2008) shows that there might be an effect of these factors, but in order to validate these claims, converging evidence needs to be gathered.

Another group of factors that may influence the choice of these constructions with stereotypical spatial relations are the syntactic ones. Although a small-scale corpus study conducted by Rannat (1991) shows that the preference of either the synthetic or analytic form does not depend on the syntactic composition of the clause (e.g. on the transitivity of the predicate verb, the type of verb used, the clause element the locative phrase expresses, word order), these claims need to be substantiated because her study is based only on her own intuition. In order to test whether there is
an effect of the syntactic composition in the choice between the Estonian adessive and the adposition peal or not, an acceptability rating task has been devised.
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Relativization of subjects in Russian: a case study of competition between syntactic synonyms

Russian uses two major strategies for relativizing on subjects, namely, active participle strategy and relative pronoun strategy, pronoun kotoryj ‘which’ being by far the most frequent in the latter case. In most of the cases in question the two structures are interchangeable without any obvious difference in meaning (cf. (1a–b)).

(1a) Ja znaju aktrisu igrajuščuju v etom
I know actress playing in this
lit.: ‘I know the actress playing in this play’.

(1b) Ja znaju aktrisu kotoraja igraet v etom
I know actress who plays in this
‘I know the actress who plays in this play’.

The aim of the study was to specify the factors influencing the choice of relativization strategy. The following parameters have been shown to be correlated with the choice of relativization strategy: the mode of communication (oral vs. written); the tense, aspect and mood of the verb in the relative clause; the presence of the reflexive suffix on the verb; the characteristics of individual verbs as well as verb classes; the length of the relative clause; the presence of complements of various types; negation; the type of the relative clause (restrictive vs. non-restrictive); the syntactic position that the head of the relative clause occupies within the main clause; intonational separation of the main clause and the relative clause. All the data were obtained using the Russian National Corpus (ruscorpora.ru) and analysed with statistical methods.

It was found that there are a number of factors unequivocally determining the choice of relativization strategy. These are partly due to restrictions on participle formation as there are no participle forms inflected for conditional mood or future tense in standard Russian. Other restrictions include the lack or rareness of some participle forms for certain verbs, such as byt’ ‘be’, khotet’ ‘want’ and moč’ ‘be able’. When there is a need to express corresponding grammatical or lexical meanings, kotoryj-clause is used almost invariably.

There are also some parameters that show strong statistical correlation with a particular relativization strategy. For instance, kotoryj-clauses are more frequent in longer relative clauses in which the verb has more dependents, especially if these are of clausal type (e.g. converbs). Participles tend to appear in restrictive relative clauses. They are also much more common in writing than in spoken language.

Both the absolute and statistical distinctions found in the study boil down to the following generalization: if compared to kotoryj-clauses, participial clauses are more nominalized (in terms of [Lehmann 1986]), that is, display more properties of a nominal (in the broader understanding of the term) rather than a clause. For example, constraints on tense and constraints on possible complements are both known to be characteristic of nominalized relative clauses [Lehmann 1986: 671–672]. While some of the former are absolute in Russian and the latter only show up in statistical correlations, there still seems to be a unifying macro factor behind both types of constraints that influence the choice between the two syntactic strategies.
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Synonyms in modern discourses: marking communicative choices

‘Synonymy, as a rule, is not complete equivalence’ (Jacobson 2002: 114): Roman Jacobson’s statement stresses the thought that synonyms create linguistic variety, not sameness. The theory of meaning views synonyms as the main manifestation of paradigmatic relationship (Кронгауз, 2002); whereas the discourse analysis concentrates on the fact that the use of synonyms is the condition for cohesion development which is achieved through words relating to each other within the text (Cutting 2002: 2).

This paper, however, views synonymy as the increase of speakers’ communicative choices which help them to express connotations and specify their attitudes to the topic of discussion. This quality can be very well inferred from the following example: ‘Your clothes are too cool and you have purple highlights.’ *Molichino*, please!’ I cried. *Purple* makes me sound like a … a teenager. (Keyes 2008: 8). ‘Molichino’ is an Italian borrowing which means ‘purple’. Yet, as it is possible to see from the example, it is not just an exact foreign equivalent. When this word is used in English discourse, it acquires new connotations, shades of meaning. Thus, these adjectives can be described as synonyms.

The expansion of synonymic fields is mostly affected by nonlinguistic causes and currently illustrates the appearance of numerous borrowings which have been integrating into the language. These new words often have local equivalents. However, the new words possess a strong pragmatic core in their meaning (which is always at least slightly different from that of the local word) and mark the discourse as contemporary and topical. The users of modern borrowings signal their belonging to a world without boundaries, their willingness to be a part of common problems and achievements (Khoutyz 2010). Moreover, speakers’ preferences to a certain synonym can implicatively inform us about the genre of the discourse, its situational reference, speakers’ age, profession, social status, etc.

This paper is going to observe how synonymy marks the discourse on many levels of meaning transfer. To accomplish this task, first, I am going to discuss various approaches to studying synonymy and dwell whether borrowings can be defined as full-fledged synonyms to local words. Then, communicative properties such as modality, connotation, implicating, ideological preference, etc. of a synonym are discussed. These properties are revealed through the analysis of functions of a borrowed word in a contemporary discourse. In this case the use of a certain word serves as ‘the conventional signal for a recurrent coordination problem’ (Croft 2000: 176). In conclusion, the communicative choices expressed through the synonym use are classified.
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How do languages deal with synonymy?

As stated in Taylor (2002:271), synonymy “tends to be avoided” as “an extravagant luxury”: indeed, when words come to have the same meaning as a consequence of semantic change, “‘corrective’ mechanisms come into play—one of the words may fall into disuse, or the words become associated with different nuances, possibly of a stylistic or sociocultural nature.” (ib. 271-2). In my paper I would like to show how such avoidance of synonymy has consequences on the use of two prepositions, aná and katá, originally ‘upward’ and ‘downward’, in Ancient Greek. As early as in the first written sources, these prepositions display a similar meaning extension. They both mean ‘throughout’, ‘among’ in occurrences such as:

(1) Murmidónas d’ ár’ epoikhómenos thó.#e#.xen Achiilleús
pántas aná klišías
all:ACC.PL up hut:ACC.PL
“but Achilles went to and fro throughout the huts and let harness all the Myrmidons”
(Homer, Il. 16.155-156).

(2) ou mèn gár pot’ añeu de#ô#ô# èn, allà kat’ autoís
NEG PTC PTC ever without enemy:GEN.PL be:IMPF.3SG but down DEM.ACC.PL
stroanford’hát’
range:IMPF.M/P.3SG
“for he was never away from the enemies, but ranged among them”
(Homer, II. 13.556-557).

According to the traditional view, the semantic difference between aná and katá in such occurrences lies in the fact that the former indicates that the trajector moves along a trajectory which touches all relevant points in the landmark, while the latter indicates random motion touching only part of the units included in the landmark (Eberling 1885, Luraghi 2003). More recently, George (2006) has argued that the two prepositions had become complete synonyms, and that the choice between the two only depended on their position in the verse. However, while it is true that some of the occurrences mentioned by George do not point toward a difference in meaning, it is also true that the distribution of the two preposition only partly depends on metric factors; in addition, there is evidence from later prose (e.g. from Herodotus, cf. Luraghi 2003: 242) that the meaning traditionally assumed for Homer was still preserved. The real difference between aná and katá lies, as already indicated by Spitzner (1831), in the more restricted scope of aná with respect to katá in Homeric Greek; later, aná became increasingly infrequent, as shown especially in Attic prose, where the preposition only survives in some idiomatic expressions (Luraghi 2003: 227; see further Bortone 2000). This development may be seen as an instance of ‘corrective mechanism’ in the sense of Taylor (2002): in Homer, the two prepositions could often occur in the same contexts, in which the semantic difference, even if existent, was irrelevant; this overlap turned into increasing synonymy, and the use of aná became restricted to idioms.
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Construing and Conventional Usage in the Use of Synonymy: An Analysis of Two sets of (Near)-synonymous Nouns Using Both Corpus and Elicited Data

Most corpus-based behavioral profile (BP) studies of (near)-synonyms so far have been on verbs or adjectives (Divjak 2006; Divjak & Gries 2006; Gries 2001; Hanks, 1996; Liu, 2010). No BP study appears to have examined synonymous nouns. Furthermore, corpus-based BP research, though uniquely valuable, has the limitation of not being able to directly inquire why the producers of the language data used a given linguistic item the way they did. The latter information may only be obtained via solicited language, a type of data that recent research has shown to be valuable in the study of synonymy (Arppe & Järvinen, 2007; Geeraerts, 2010). Hence, this study examines two sets of (near)-synonymous nouns (authority vs. power vs. right; duty vs. obligation vs. responsibility), using both corpus and elicited data.

The study began with a BP analysis, using the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). It investigated the collocational/colligational patterns of the (near)-synonyms in each set, including typical adjectives, post-nominal infinitives, and verbs used with the synonymous nouns. The results including those of a multi-factorial test called “hierarchical configural frequency analysis” (reported in tables below) indicate that per-/post-nominal complements/modifiers were effective in catching most of the semantic differences among synonymous nouns and in delineating a “coarse” internal semantic structure of a synonymous-noun set. However, these examined distributional patterns seemed unable to reveal some fine-grained differences that appeared to exist, for the (near)-synonyms in each set, while displaying many different distributional patterns, also exhibited some identical patterns, e.g. they sometimes took the same pre-/post-nominal complements/modifiers (e.g. civic duty/obligation/responsibility; the authority/power/right to declare war); it was not clear whether the different nouns used in the same distributional context in each case had the same meaning.

To help answer this question, 32 of these difficult-to-distinguish uses in context were selected from COCA to form a questionnaire (with the synonyms removed; see Appendix). 42 native English speaking college students were asked to read each sentence and supply the missing word by selecting from the three synonyms in the relevant set. The subjects were also asked to explain the rationales for their choices. Statistical tests of the subjects’ choices (tabulated/reported in Appendix) show a clear lack of consensus in 18 (56%) of the 32 items. Also, in 18 items, the choice by the majority of the subjects differed from that used in the original COCA sentence. The analysis of the rationales the subjects gave for their selections reveals that there were two major competing motivating factors for their choices: 1) their construal of the situation (e.g. whether a subject construed a given question as an issue of authority, power, or right) and 2) conventional usage patterns (i.e. often a subject made a choice simply because it was “the idiomatic usage” he/she had often heard). Many subjects were often torn between the competing factors in their decision making. This new finding foregrounds the interface between construal and conventional usage as a key issue in understanding synonymy, an issue that should be of interest to us, especially cognitive/construction grammarians.
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Metaphorical phrasal quantifiers and synonymy in a cross-linguistic perspective

Phrasal quantifiers or quantifying of-constructions such as a torrent of, mountains of, buckets of, a barrage of, legions of, a sea of, etc. are numerous and tend to be regarded as synonymous. All of these complex determiners fit into the same collocational framework (a) N1 + of + N2 and are used to designate not only big quantities but also small ones as with a crumb of or a grain of. If taken at face value, these quantifiers can be considered synonymous but once examined more closely two different levels of synonymy become noticeable. Firstly, there is a broader level of functional synonymy in which all of these constructions serve the same purpose, i.e. expressing either a very large or a very small indeterminate quantity. And secondly, a narrower level of conceptual synonymy in which only metaphorical expressions from the same source domain(s) can be interchangeable. Thus, both armies of lawyers and legions of lawyers are attested, recurrent and interchangeable but not *floods of lawyers, or a flood of information and a stream of information but not *a legion of information. This paper addresses the major issue of contextual synonymy in typological comparison. We claim that these quantifiers can be interchangeable in discourse only at the second level of synonymy. We explore the actual uses of these expressions in a total of six European languages, namely English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian and Spanish. Our claims are borne out by substantial corpus evidence of a large number of occurrences of this open class of quantifiers. We argue that these conventional metaphorical patterns are shared by the afore-mentioned languages and that they tend to collocate with the same nominal bases. Special attention is drawn to the contrastive analysis of a selection of quantifiers which appear to be recurrent and systematic in all six languages. We show that metaphorical phrasal quantifiers are, for the most part, not language-specific as illustrated in the table below.

However, a detailed frequency analysis of the overall paradigm of quantifiers reveals interesting information as to marked combinatory preferences across languages. In English a barrage of criticism and a wave of criticism are far more frequent than a shower of criticism whereas in French and in Romanian une pluie de critiques and o ploaie de critici are, respectively, the preferred realisations. Spanish, Italian and Portuguese, in their turn, favour the metaphoricity of words such as ola, oleada, onda, ondata, vaga, all of them meaning wave.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Portuguese</th>
<th>Romanian</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A sea of people</td>
<td>Une mer de gens</td>
<td>Un mare di gente</td>
<td>Um mar de gente</td>
<td>O mare de oameni</td>
<td>Un mar de gente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An army of lawyers</td>
<td>Une armée d’avocats</td>
<td>Un esercito di avvocati</td>
<td>Um exército de advogados</td>
<td>O armata de avocati</td>
<td>Un ejército de abogados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mountain of evidence</td>
<td>Une montagne de preuves</td>
<td>Una montagna di prove</td>
<td>Um monte de provas</td>
<td>Un munte de dovezi</td>
<td>Una montaña de pruebas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beyond the Synset: Synonyms in Collaboratively Constructed Semantic Resources

We present a comparative analysis of synonyms in collaboratively constructed and linguistic lexical semantic resources and its implications for NLP research. Our focus is on the Wiki-based resources constructed mostly by non-experts on the Web which rely on user collaboration for quality management, as opposed to conventional sources of synonyms such as WordNet or thesauri. The most prominent examples are Wikipedia¹ (a free Encyclopedia) and its dictionary spin-offs Wiktionary² and OmegaWiki³, where the latter has a strong focus on crosslinguality. We will examine three major ways how synonyms emerge in these resources, all of which imply a different operational definition of synonymy. We will then show how these synonyms can be mined and used building upon previous research in this field ((Zesch, Müller & Gurevych, 2008), (Wolf & Gurevych, 2010)), and we will also examine what theoretical conclusions about the notion of synonymy can possibly be drawn from our examinations.

The first part is the explicit encoding of synonymy, for example a link between word senses in Wiktionary, where it can be argued that the user community agrees that they are synonymous; this gives rise to a new notion of cognitive synonymy which is anchored in the “collective mind”. Following earlier work considering German resources (Meyer & Gurevych, 2010), we analyze in detail how synonyms are dealt with in different English resources, what problems arise for their exploitation (e.g. due to inconsistencies) and how this compares to conventional lexical resources.

The second part is the implicit encoding of synonyms, e.g. deducing synonymy through a transitive relation between two senses in Wiktionary. Another example is the redirect/link anchor structure in Wikipedia. Here, it can be claimed that synonyms link to the same article. Contrary to previous work (Nakayama et al., 2008), we show that this claim does not really hold, but some interesting observations can be made regarding the link structure and how it relates to the idea of synonymy. We also examine how links lead to insights about capital or subordinate traits of “distant relatives” (cf. (Cruse, 1986)) which might give us a better idea of why words are perceived as similar.

The third part does not rely on the structure of the resources but on the inference of synonymy from context. Two examples are mining synonyms from the Wikipedia revision history (cf. (Nelken & Yamangil, 2008)) as well as from an aligned corpus of Wikipedia and Simple Wikipedia. The hypothesis is that (apart from spelling corrections) terms could be synonyms if they have been replaced by each other in an article’s history (Kulessa, 2008) or if they are used interchangeably in the “normal” and “simple” versions of an article (Zhu, Bernhard, & Gurevych 2010). Both examples relate to the notion of propositional synonymy, but replacement of terms might also imply that they were deemed invalid somehow; this observation could be another path for future research.

To substantiate our work, we give illustrative examples of synonyms collected from the examined resources, and we provide statistical evidence about their structure and content.

¹ http://www.wikipedia.org/
² http://www.wiktionary.org/
³ http://www.omegawiki.org/
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Synonymy and Near-Synonymy in Deep Lexical Semantics

In an effort called “deep lexical semantics” (Hobbs, 2008), we characterize the meaning of word senses in terms of axioms anchored in core theories that explicate basic concepts. For example, a general sense of “give” can be defined by the axiom

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(forall } (x y z) \\
\quad \text{(iff } & \text{(give-vb1 } x y z) \\
\quad & \text{(exist } (e1 e2) \\
\quad & \quad \text{(and } \text{(cause } x e1) \text{)(changeTo' } e1 e2)\text{(have' e2 z y)})))\end{align*}
\]

That is, \( x \) gives \( y \) to \( z \) (in WordNet’s verb sense 1) if and only if \( x \) causes a change to a situation in which \( z \) has \( y \). The predicates \text{cause} and \text{changeTo} are explicated in a core theory of events and event structure (cf. Hobbs, 2005), and the predicate \text{have} is explicated in Hobbs (2008). (Our treatment of event verbs obviously owes much to the extensive body of work on lexical decomposition that began with Gruber (1965).)

In this framework, the set of word senses of the same word normally constitutes a radial structure, where the link between one word sense and the next is an incremental change in the corresponding axiom. For example, the most general sense of “hit” in WordNet is sense 4, meaning a change to being at a real or metaphorical location, as in “The thermometer hit 90 degrees.” The less general sense 2 adds to sense 4 that there was a sudden impact, as in “The car hit a tree.” Sense 1 adds to sense 2 that the impact causes motion, as in “He hit the ball out of the park.”

This framework suggests a very natural characterization of synonymy and near-synonymy. Synonymy occurs when two word senses of different words happen to be characterized by the same axioms. Near-synonymy occurs when the associated axioms differ only by a proposition or two, similarly to closely related word senses. For example, WordNet sense 1 for “provide” has the axiom

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(forall } (x y z) \\
\quad \text{(iff } & \text{(provide-vb1 } x y z) \\
\quad & \text{(exist } (e1 e2) \\
\quad & \quad \text{(and } \text{(cause } x e1) \text{)(changeTo' } e1 e2)\text{(have' e2 z y)(need z y)})))\end{align*}
\]

which differs from “give” (vb1) only in that what is provided is needed, whereas what is given doesn't have to be. They are near-synonyms.

The axioms that explicate the meanings of words can capture subtle distinctions of meaning, but only if the appropriate core theories have been explicated. In Edmunds and Hirst's (2002) example, a blunder and a lapse are both errors but a blunder is caused by stupidity and a lapse by neglect. Thus, we need to have explicated a commonsense theory of intelligence, attention and other aspects of cognition (cf. Hobbs and Gordon, 2005). In the full paper we give more examples of closely related nouns.

But the characterization of near-synonyms as differing only by a proposition or two may be too broad. “raise” and “lower” differ only by a proposition; both mean to move something, but in raising the direction is up and in lowering it is down. Similarly, “raise” and “rise” differ only in one proposition, as raising is causing to rise. Are these pairs near-synonyms?
In the full paper we consider structural conditions on axioms that narrow the definition of near-synonyms. But it is more likely that near-synonymy is not a natural kind about which people have firm intuitions. Deep lexical semantics leads to a precise characterization of the relation between two similar words, and this is probably more important than judging whether or not they are near-synonyms.
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Observations on Synonymy and Lexical Variation of Body-part Idioms in German

In general, synonymy is understood as referring to similarities of sense between lexical items. However, the potential synonymy of idioms has been ignored in semantics, although it is implicated, for instance, in the practice of cross-referencing in special idiom dictionaries (Duden 2008, Schemann 1993). Despite extensive studies on the prototypical properties of idioms in different languages, we can conclude that only little attention has been paid to potential synonymy of idioms. Hence, the emphasis of the current literature suggests that synonymy is restricted to single words (cf. Crystal 2003). In brief, many German studies have taken notice of the ongoing large-scale electronic lexicography (e.g. DWDS-Korpus) in order to disclose contextual conditions of idioms (cf. Hümmer 2004). Despite these and further studies, it has often been emphasized that much more, for instance lexical information, is needed.

In general, lexemes denoting parts of the body (so-called body-part idioms) appear frequently in German idioms. According to Heringer (2004: 175), approximately 20 per cent of the idioms in German contain a body-part noun as their constituent, e.g. einen kühlen Kopf bewahren ‘to keep a cool head’. Moreover, idioms that contain (at least) one body-part noun, account for the biggest group of German idioms in general (Schemann 1993). First, prototypical idioms are not only syntactically but also lexically restricted expressions containing more than one word. Second, idioms are per definitionem non-compositional, i.e. the meaning of an idiom cannot be derived from the meanings of its components. In addition, idioms are institutionalized, i.e. they are known to native speakers of the language and can be found in dictionaries (Nunberg et al. 1994). Nonetheless, there have also been attempts to make idioms relatively flexible (cf. Penttilä 2006) and studies related to these aspects have shown that idioms include more variation than assumed hitherto and much of the variation is systematic (Fellbaum 2007). The present study has three major aims. First, lexical variation of German body-part idioms will be examined. The ultimate goal is to find out whether the testing of native-speakers of German could provide novel aspects of the variation of body-part idioms. Second, the crucial question to be answered is: Is there only lexical variation, or, in general, should we consider this as synonymy? In other words, the present study sets out to see whether synonymy and lexical variation are measurable properties of body-part idioms in German. In brief, this paper tries to shed some light on the question where to draw the line between synonymy and lexical variation in German idioms.
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The (near-)synonyms *begin* and *start*: evidence from translation corpora

Non-finite complement constructions with the English matrix verbs *begin* and *start* exhibit a degree of similarity, if not outright synonymy, along two axes. On the one hand there is the contrast between the two matrix verbs. As Dixon puts it, “In many sentences *start* and *begin* may be substituted one for the other with little or no change in meaning” (Dixon 2005: 181). On the other hand, it is often difficult to discern substantive differences in meaning between pairs of constructions containing the same matrix verb but differing in choice of complement form. Thus Quirk *et al.* (1985: 1192), commenting on the choice of to-infinitive or -ing complements, note that in the case of many examples “there is no observable difference of meaning between the constructions”. Freed also underlines the similarity between the various constructions in certain contexts, writing “there are cases or contexts in which the difference between them does not matter” (Freed 1979: 75). This impression of mutual entailment is also emphasised by Egan (2008), who writes “There are many cases where a *begin* construction may be seen to entail a *start* construction, a to infinitive construction an -ing construction, and vice versa (i.e. there are many utterances of the type ‘she began to do X’ which, if true, guarantee the truth of ‘she started to do/doing X’)” (Egan 2008: 256).

Although all four of the authors mentioned above stress the mutual substitutability of the four constructions in certain contexts, they also all maintain that there exist subtle distinctions between them, in other words contexts in which the substitution of one for the other would lead to differences in interpretation. There is, however, considerable disagreement between these and other authors as to the exact nature of the relevant distinctions (see also, for example, Mair 2003).

In this paper we attempt to pin down more closely the extent and nature of the similarities and differences between the various constructions containing *begin* and *start* using translation corpora, a source of evidence which is as far as we know not previously mined. We look at how constructions containing *begin* and *start* are translated into Norwegian, a language which contains the cognate verbs *begynne* and *starte*. Our data for this part of the study come from the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus (see Johansson 2007), which contains 426 tokens of *begin* and 277 of *start*. We then use the Oslo Multilingual Corpus to examine translation equivalents of constructions containing the Norwegian matrix verbs *begynne* and *starte* into French, German and English. We investigate the extent to which cross-linguistic similarities and differences in choice of translation options may mirror putative lexical, constructional, functional and formal similarities and differences in the original expressions. In so doing, we utilize translation corpora to shed light on the degree to which *begin* and *start* may be considered synonymous.
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Synonymy in specialized communication – a terminological approach

Specialized communication sets different requirements on the language than everyday communication. Language for specialized purposes (LSP) is a tool for classifying, describing and mediating information within different subject fields. The language used in LSP communication should thus be characterized by unambiguousness, precision and logicality. The ideal situation for achieving precise and unambiguous communication is monosemy, i.e. one concept is represented by only one term. But it is obvious that polysemy, homonymy and synonymy have a significant role also in the communication between experts within the same subject field in a similar way as linguistic variants in general language. Existence of synonymous expressions is especially combined with fields where the development is fast and where overall coordination still is missing.

In this paper we first focus our attention on how synonymy is discussed in terminological literature. Terminology science is a field of study of concepts and terms based on systematic concept analysis. In general synonymy is seen as an unwanted phenomenon in terminology because it can prevent mutual understanding within the subject field. (Arntz & Picht 1989). There seem to exist somewhat different views among the researchers within the field of terminology. According to Lotte (1993) synonymy is actually dangerous: “Die Synonymie von Termini ist auch gefährlich, und sie muß eliminiert werden, d.h. jedem Bergiff darf nur ein Terminus zugeordnet werden”. Irgl (1989) represents another view by pointing out that synonymy is caused by objective and subjective factors. This can be seen e.g. in the language of economics, where synonymy is surprisingly common. The developer of the General theory of terminology in the 1930s, Wüster (1991), states that an absolute requirement on precision is a theoretical ideal and gives a categorization of synonymies based on meaning (Sachbedeutung, Mitbedeutung, Sach- und Mitbedeutung) and uniformity (Spalt- und Systemsynonyme).

Secondly we analyze and categorize different kinds of synonymous expressions in vocabularies compiled using terminological methods. We intend to examine the term structures and the order of terms in terminological records including one or more qualified synonymic expression to the entry term both within and across languages. The synonymous terms in one language are studied also in relation to the aim or focus in the actual context due to so called dimensions (cf. Bowker1997) The terms entrance floor and ground floor, for example, represent the same concept but the choice between them depends on the point of view (entrance to the building vs. number of stocks). The analysis of the definitions in the vocabularies is based on a comparison between the terms (entry term, synonym/s) and the essential and delimiting characteristics in the description including the note section.
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Translation variants as Another Type of Synonymy

Synonymy is a very important cognitive concept for describing a language lexicon and grammar both from the systemic-semantic and functional-pragmatic aspects since it enables linguists to detect minor semantic differences and combinability peculiarities of semantically similar words and constructions (cf. quick – fast – rapid – swift; The hunter killed the bear – The bear was killed by the hunter; He always comes to work in time – He is never late for his work; John bought the book from Mary - Mary sold the book to John) and, consequently, to find out common and differentiating contexts of semantically similar words and constructions. A broader perspective in approaching the concept of synonymy can be also achieved by including in the domain of synonymy analysis several translation variants of one and the same original text. The paper deals with the main types of English translation variants (both phrasal and clausal) of Russian fiction written by Fyodor Dostoevsky, Leo Tolstoy, Anton Chekhov and Mikhail Bulgakov. These translation variants may be regarded synonymous since they convey one and the same meaning of the original text. Selected passages of the original texts contain non-trivial (either polysemous or occasional) words and phrases, as the verbs in the examples below:

(1) On blagopolučno izbegnut vstreči s svojeju hož’ajkoj na lestnice (Dostoevsky. Crime and punishment) –
   a. He had successfully avoided meeting his landlady on the staircase (C. Garnett);
   b. He was lucky to avoid a meeting with his landlady on the stairs (D. Magarshack);
   c. He had been lucky enough to escape meeting his landlady on the staircase (J. Katzer);
   d. He had succeeded in avoiding an encounter with his landlady on the stairs (McDuff);
   e. He was fortunate enough not to meet his landlady on the stairs (Anonymous translation; London 1997);

(2) Vs’o smeshalos’ v dome Oblonskih (Leo Tolstoy. Anna Karenina) –
   a. Everything was in confusion in the Oblonskys’ house (C. Garnett);
   b. Everything was in confusion in the Oblonskys’ household (D. Magarshack);
   c. All was confusion in the Oblonskys’ house (Pevear / Volfkohnsky);
   d. Everything had gone wrong in the Oblonsky household (R. Edmonds);
   e. Everything was upset in the Oblonskys’ house (L. and A. Maude);
   f. The Oblonsky home was in turmoil (M. Wettlin);
   g. Everything at the Oblonskys’ was topsy-turvy (J. Carmichael).

The analysis of semantically identical or similar translation variants of the types presented above allows to take into consideration phrases and clauses expressing in different ways the same meaning of the original text and containing words which express similar concepts but belong to different parts of speech (cf. a Russian adverb blagopolučno and an English verb succeed in example (1) and a Russian verb smeshalos’ and an English noun confusion in example (2)).

The second part of the paper analyses different English translations of Russian words expressing emotions with special attention to cases when original Russian words are rendered by the English corresponding lexemes belonging to another part of speech. The analysis included 320 Russian sentences and phrases of five Chekhov’s plays (including stage directions), and since the number of English translations equaled five to six, the quantity of English translation variants was not less than 1650 sentences and phrases. In 110 English translations (approximately 7 % of all the translations) various changes in part-of-speech status of the original lexemes were registered. It should be noted that all twelve theoretically possible changes of part-of-speech status of the original Russian lexemes were present in 110 English translations: 1) Noun in the Russian text (RT) à Verbal form in the English translation (ET) (8 cases), 2) Noun in RT -> Adjective in ET (14 cases), 3) Noun in RT -> Adverb in ET (13 cases), 4) Verb in RT -> Noun in ET (6 cases), 5) Verb in RT -
> Adjective in ET (9 cases), 6) Verb in RT -> Adverb in ET (6 cases), 7) Adjective in RT -> Noun in ET (3 cases), 8) Adjective in RT -> Verb in ET (2 cases), 9) Adjective in RT -> Adverb in ET (7 cases), 10) Adverb in RT -> Noun in ET (13 cases), 11) Adverb in RT -> Verb in ET (10 cases), 12) Adverb in RT -> Adjective in ET (19 cases). It turns out that Russian adjectives are most stable (only 12 cases of part-of-speech status change), whereas Russian adverbs are most changeable (42 cases of part-of-speech status change, or about 38 % of all cases involving part-of-speech change). So, English words expressing the same emotive concepts but belonging to different parts of speech can be regarded as either synonymous or quasi-synonymous.
Autre – different vs. other – different: A contrastive approach

In French, the relational adjectives *autre* ‘other’ and *différent* ‘different’ are binary predicates that establish a relationship of ‘difference’ between two entities (e.g. Noailly, 1999; Schnedecker, 2002). As might be expected, the two terms can sometimes be used interchangeably with very little, if any, contrast in meaning:

(1) Marie est allée au Louvre, mais Pierre a préféré visiter un (autre) musée (différent).
   Mary went to the Louvre, but Pierre wanted to visit (another) (a different) museum.

Moreover, both adjectives establish a relationship between the phrase containing them and a second element elsewhere in the context (e.g. Van Peteghem, 1997), for example in their complement or to their left. In example (1), one of the arguments is part of the phrase containing the adjective (i.e. *musée*), whereas the second argument is to the left of this phrase (i.e. *Louvre*). In (2), the second argument is found in the complement to the phrase containing the adjective:

(2) J’ai choisi un sac différent du tien/un autre sac que toi.
   I have chosen a different purse from yours/another purse than you.

These similarities can be seen to account for the fact that, in monolingual French dictionaries (e.g. *Le grand Robert* or the *Trésor de la langue française*), the entries for each term refer readers to the other.

However, sentences such as (1) where the two terms can be used interchangeably are in fact rare. There are a number of contexts in which only one of the two terms is possible without a change in interpretation:

(3) Son mégot à peine écrasé, il alluma une autre cigarette/*une cigarette différente.
   He had scarcely put out his cigarette when he lit another/a different one.

(4) J’ai acheté trois robes différentes/#trois autres robes pour partir en vacances.
   I bought three different dresses/three other dresses for my vacation.

This brings us to the goal of the present paper. Using constructed and attested examples, we will describe the semantic and referential properties of *autre* and *différent* on the basis of the different possibilities for syntactically encoding their arguments. More specifically, it will be shown that *différent* functions as a symmetrical adjective with a reciprocal sense whose base meaning allows it to act as a determiner. *Autre*, on the other hand, appears to function more as a comparative than as a typical adjective. It has a negative meaning in that it excludes a given referent as a potential referent for the phrase in which it appears.

These conclusions will then be compared with the data concerning the English adjectives *other* and *different*. While superficially similar, both semantically and syntactically, the uses of the English adjectives do not line up perfectly with the French data, as shown in (5):
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(5) J’ai choisi un autre sac que toi.
*I have chosen another purse than you.

Thus, in English, it appears that the distribution of other is more restrained than in French, revealing that the terms are not synonymous cross-linguistically.
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What ‘s in a synonym?

Synonymy lies at the heart of (lexical) semantics. The interest in this phenomenon, as visible in the history of linguistics, can be explained by the fact that insights in the equality or similarity of meaning may shed light on meaning itself. Nowadays, it is possible to obtain huge quantities of (NLP) applicable information about word usage by analyzing large data collections. This information, however, does not necessarily help us understand what is required, in terms of linguistic theory, for two words to be (nearly) synonymous. In our research, we adopt an enriched version of a decompositional approach to word meaning. Our main research question concerns the relative influence of six well defined word properties on (experimentally obtained) synonymy judgements.

In our research, we define a set of factors relevant to word meaning. These factors, envisaged as word properties, are not novel. In some form, they were introduced in studies of a syntactic, semantic or pragmatic nature. The composition of these factors in a instrument for measuring synonymy, however, is original. Three of them are coined paradigmatic, since they can be seen as a choice from a set of alternatives. The paradigmatic ones are: conceptual properties, register, and reading. The three others are labelled syntagmatic, since they refer to some structural pattern: selection restrictions, telic role, and agentive role (cf. Pustejovsky, 1995).

The theoretical part: A set of candidate word pairs is selected, existing of more or less synonymous words. For each word property, a value is attributed to the candidate word pairs, reflecting the degree of similarity of the pair. In order to warrant intersubjectivity in the analyses, a reliable dictionary of synonyms is used (…). For each word pair, the combined similarity scores for all word properties is defined as the score on semantic distance. This score ranges from zero (strong synonymy) to six (weak synonymy).

The experimental part: In three experiments, the correlation has been evaluated between criteria and distance score on the one hand, and judgements by native speakers on the other hand. In designing these experiments, special attention was given to three methodological issues: the selection of the set of word pairs, the linguistic context in which the words were to be presented, and the exact phrasings of the judgements asked for.

Judgements of synonymy appeared to be closely linked to the syntagmatic properties of words, with selection restrictions as the most determinative factor. This factor was followed by the syntagmatic properties telic role and agentive role. The paradigmatic properties played a surprisingly modest role.

Evidently, in deciding on synonymy, it’s the deeper layers of linguistic knowledge about structural patterns that are consulted. The results seem to agree with the current view (e.g. Jackendoff, 2007), that the borderline between grammar and lexicon is not as rigid as we used to think. Moreover, the results engender a new set of questions about word meaning and the human mind. Why does the pragmatic property register play such a trivial role? What makes the telic role so important? Why is it more important than the agentive role?
Re-thinking synonymy: a cognitive science perspective

The goal of my talk is to give a cognitive science perspective on some founding questions concerning the nature of synonymy, including the cognitive definition of synonymy, its potential usefulness as a theoretical concept in cognitive science, and translatability (similarity of meaning) across languages. My theoretical starting points are the philosophical notions of synonymy, the holistic view of meaning, and the indeterminacy of translation thesis (‘the Gavagai argument’) formulated by the philosopher W.V.O. Quine (1951, 1960). I will first briefly present these points, after which I will introduce some (partial) objections to these views. The objections also include two examples from current empirical language research where the notions of lexical as well as constructional synonymy would seem to play a theoretically important role.

The first example comes from the scientific study of bilingualism, where the theoretical concepts of synonymy and/or translational equivalence could be seen as potentially foundational. Consider, for example, the English words pizza / boy / cognitive science and their Finnish translation equivalents pitsa / poika / kognitiotiede and imagine then a fully bilingual speaker of English and Finnish. When words from two different languages are compared with each other this way, no usage-based techniques can be applied for identifying similarity of word meaning. However, Francis (2005) has argued, that for translation equivalents in general, the current empirical evidence from psycholinguistic studies on bilingualism strongly favours the scientific hypothesis of shared semantic systems and shared semantic/conceptual representations.

The second example comes from cognitive neuroscience. Consider the following Finnish sentences (and their English counterparts):

(1) Poja-t osta-is-vat pitsa-t huomenna
   boy-NOM.PL buy-COND-3PL pizza-ACC.PL tomorrow
   '(The) boys would buy (the) pizzas tomorrow'

(2) Pitsa-t osta-tta-is-i-in huomenna poikien toimesta
   pizza-ACC.PL buy-PASS-COND-AGR tomorrow by the boys
   '(The) pizzas would be bought tomorrow by (the) boys'.

Sentence (2) is an example of the Finnish morphological (‘impersonal’) passive construction. The passivisation in Finnish is a morphosyntactic valency-changing operation, where the initial subject NP of the active sentence is either demoted or deleted, and the initial object NP (if there is any) is moved to sentence-initial position. At the same time the finite verb undergoes major morphological changes, including insertion of the passive marker -(t)ta and the suffix -Vn, which is a special grammatical person marker that appears in finite passive constructions. In a recent experimental study (Palolahti et al., in preparation) real-time semantic and grammatical processing of active and passive Finnish sentences were studied using event-related potentials (ERPs). The obtained results were then compared to the results of a previous ERP study by Kim & Osterhout (2005), where English periphrastic passives and active English sentences were used as experimental stimuli. Interestingly, the ERP results from these two studies were observed to be practically identical, regardless of the differences between languages and particular linguistic constructions in question.
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Resemblance and variation of causatives expressing social relations

In my paper, I discuss closely related languages Estonian and Finnish and their ways to encode and conceptualize social dominance. By social dominance I mean dominance and causation between human actors. There are both similar and different linguistic means in Estonian and Finnish for expressing social causation – synthetic and analytic. From the typological point of view, morphological causative derivation is not found in all languages. The morphological causatives derived with the suffix ttA are a widespread and idiomatic means of expression in Finnish; compared to that, the use of causative derivation with the corresponding morpheme ta is in Estonian estimated to be more restricted (Kasik 1989, 2001). However, some of the morphological causatives are used in rather similar contexts in these languages, compare the examples (1-2):

(1) Hallitus juoksuttaa maanviljeljää (Fi.)
   Valitsus jooksutab põllumeest (Est.)
   ‘The government is running the farmers around’

(2a) Liverpool kyykytti Chelsea 3:1 (Fi.)
    Liverpool-nom squat-caus-pst-3sg Chelsea-acc 3:1
    ‘Liverpool beat Chelsea 3:1’

(2b) Liverpool seljatas Chelsea 3:1 (Est.)
    Liverpool-nom back-caus-pst-3sg Chelsea-acc 3:1
    ‘Liverpool beat Chelsea 3:1’

My presentation will focus on the morphological causatives expressing social dominance in these languages and leave the lexical and analytic outside the scope. How are social dominance relations encoded in these languages, what are the similarities and differences? How to capture the relations encoded between humans and the social hierarchies? What is the role of responsible conventional behaviour in causative constructions? I argue that causative verbs can have specialized uses where the expressions of social relations and attitudes have important roles. I approach the derivatives within the framework of conceptual semantics and argue for a prototype semantic interpretation for these derivatives. I suggest that the abstract type of prototype templates can be used for comparison of the verbs as well as for revealing the constructional extension and idiosyncrasy. I assume that there are partly overlapping prototype-based patterns and particular causative constructional patterns in these languages.
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Re-Thinking Synonymy – Finnish Terminative Particles *asti* and *saakka* as Perfect Synonyms

The term **terminative** refers to a case marking typical in some Finno-Ugric languages, such as Estonian, Hungarian and the Permic languages. Terminative is generally used to designate a morphological case that indicates a border or a limit of motion or other kind of relation. Finnish does not have a terminative case; instead terminativity is generally expressed with the local cases and so-called terminative particles, such as *asti* and *saakka* (‘until, all the way to, since, all the way from, as far as’). These two particles can be seen as very close synonyms (Kangasniemi [1997: 42] calls them perfect synonyms). If two words have same meaning, use and function, if they can be used in same connotative, affective environments, and if their quantitative appearance in different Finnish language corpora is identical – they are almost perfect synonyms.

In my presentation I will describe the use and distribution of *asti* and *saakka* from the oldest written (Agricola’s) corpora to the contemporary writers of Finnish literature today (Päiviö 2007). I will discuss the reasons, why the meaning and use of *asti* and *saakka* has remained the same, and why for example one terminative particle has not developed new connotations and extensions to their meaning and use. Especially, I am interested in the question, why one terminative particle is not enough for the Finns, and what do the speakers of Finnish think about *asti* and *saakka* introspectively?

I will base my analysis on Geeraerts (1988) article Where does Prototypicality come from? Especially on the notion of avoiding monotony (Geeraerts 1988: 226). Additionally, I will describe the history and development of *asti* and *saakka* and aim to trace the grammaticalization path of the semantic meaning of these particles. The presentation offers a diachronic viewpoint to the assumed development of the terminative particles into their present functions.
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On constructional synonymy: disentangling the Russian comparative constructions

Cross-linguistically, it is common to express comparison by means of a simulative construction (Haspelmath and Buchholz 1998). Interestingly, Russian possesses not only a simulative construction (e.g. siât’ kak zoloto ‘shine like gold’), but also a seemingly synonymous construction where the standard of comparison is marked by the instrumental case (e.g. siât’ zolotom ‘shine gold-INS’). We hypothesized that the two constructions which are syntactically distinct must also be semantically distinct. To test this hypothesis, we investigated the distribution of the simulative construction and the instrumental-of-comparison construction in the Russian National Corpus (ca. 140 million words).

The results indicate that the prototypical core of the instrumental-of-comparison construction are descriptions of shape as in letet’ klinom ‘fly in V-shape’ (lit. fly wedge-INS). Since shape is a major visual cue to categorization (Friedrich 1970), the role of the standard of comparison in the instrumental construction may be compared to that of numeral classifiers. Such cases do not allow a simulative in Russian. Likewise, case-free languages like English and Dutch use derivational morphology (compounds, denominal verbs) rather than simulatives for this kind of shape descriptions as in pruimmondje trekken ‘purse one’s lips’ (lit. pull a plum-mouth).

Realizations of the instrumental-of-comparison construction beyond the domain of shape (e.g. letet’ streloj ‘fly arrow-INS’; vyt’ volkom ‘howl wolf-INS’) denote a comparison between two distinct entities. In such cases, the instrumental case is seemingly interchangeable with the simulative construction (cf. letet’ kak strela ‘fly like an arrow’; vyt’ kak volk ‘howl like a wolf’). However, upon closer scrutiny it appears that the comparative instrumentals inherit several crucial properties from the more prototypical shape-related instrumental, which distinguish them from the corresponding simulatives. One important property of the instrumental construction is monotonicity. Shape-related instances of the instrumental construction are intrinsically monotonous – they simply describe objects in terms of shape. Similarly, the semantics of the instrumental-of-comparison beyond the domain of shape is limited to only one parameter, such as sound, manner of looking or motion. In contrast, the simulative construction often denotes comparison along several dimensions (e.g. On vël sebâ kak podlec ‘He behaved like a scoundrel’ vs. *On vël sebâ podlecom ‘He behaved scoundrel-INS’).

Another crucial property of the instrumental-of-comparison construction is visualness: the comparee and the standard must be directly observable to the human eye. This explains why we cannot use the instrumental case to express comparisons in situations which are not visually observable as in *greet pečkoj (gives.out.warmth stove-INS) and *plavaet ryboj (swims fish-INS). The simulative must be used in such cases.

Finally, this paper will focus on the relation between the instrumental-of-comparison and other constructions constituting an instrumental network (cf. Goldberg 1995, 2006; Kay and Fillmore 1999) and argue that the instrumental-of-comparison is semantically connected with the more prototypical instrumental of main predication (e.g. byl učitelem ‘was teacher-INS’) and the instrumental of additional characterization (e.g. rabotal učitelem ‘worked teacher-INS’). We will suggest that less prototypical predicates for expressing identity require the attributed property to be monotonous and observable to accommodate the identity relation.
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Evaluating and analyzing semantic similarity and sameness in studies of polysemy and synonymy

When studying synonymy, the linguistic units whose semantic values are compared are non-identical forms. These items (in boldface) may be given in context or in isolation:

(1a) meaning
(1b) semantics
(2a) What is the meaning of study?
(3a) I am interested in the meaning of synonymy.
(3b) I am interested in the semantics of synonymy.

In the case of polysemy, the object of comparison is two or more instances of one (identical) form, often by default given in a context, or at least with contexts to be imagined:

(4a) Oh, lawyers, that's just semantics!
(4b) Oh, linguists, don't we all love semantics?
(5) (Instruction:) Can you think of two different meanings for the word semantics?

The medium of comparison is a cline from semantic sameness to semantic difference. If it is hard to find two instances where the meaning of a form is not the same, the lexical item is not polysemous. In normal cases of polysemy, different instances and uses of the lexical item have sometimes different, sometimes similar meanings, and it should be the job of the semanticist to figure out "which distinctions matter the most"; what the different meanings of the polysemous word (e.g., the word semantics) are:

(6a) semantics, 'the linguistic study of meaning'
(6a') in many school linguistics, an area clearly separate from syntax
(6a") in Cognitive Linguistics, an area intertwined with syntax, pragmatics, etc.
(6b) semantics, 'the meaning content of a linguistic unit'
(6c) semantics, pejoratively used to refer to unnecessary or picky exploitation of the nuances of the meanings of words

If the semantic difference between two uses of an identical-looking form is very big – i.e., there is great semantic distance – one reason may be that the case is of homonymy, not polysemy. Another reason may be that a very polysemous word has evolved into so many directions that two extremes in its semantic extension do not have anything in common.

In other words, the study of polysemy needs to take into account the concept of semantic similarity in order to investigate semantic difference. In so doing, semanticists are on similar territory when studying synonymy and polysemy. There are some psycholinguistic methods that can be used for the purpose of covering the points of similarity and difference. One is similarity rating, as employed on polysemy in example (7):

(7) On a scale from 0 to 5, how similar or different is the meaning of semantics in the following examples (0 = the same, 5 = very different)?
Semantics studies meaning. Every word has semantics. Every gesture has semantics. Every word has semantics.

The same method can be used for synonymy:

(8) On a scale from 0 to 5, how similar or different is the meaning of the words in boldface in the following examples (0 = the same, 5 = very different)?

Every gesture has semantics. Every gesture has meaning.

Another method is the sorting test. Informants are given ready-made instances of one word in different contexts, and they are asked to sort these instances into different categories according to semantic similarity and semantic difference. This method is more readily available for studies of polysemy, because it is easy to work on several instances of one word, but in the case of synonymy, the items compared should include several related words in the same context, possibly concentrating on different cases of synonymy in one study, which might distract the focus of attention in the informant.

When using these methods in studies of polysemy, one has to evaluate their reliability and compatibility. The concept of semantic similarity is operationalized in various ways, and in so doing, the concept has to be evaluated more thoroughly.

One question is whether informant behavior in such experimental settings varies according to the object of study. Do different forms suggest to us that there, by default, should be difference in meaning? Do similar forms encourage us to presuppose that there should be similarity or at least relatedness in meaning?

My talk will thus address the issue of semantic similarity (and sameness) from the two angles, synonymy and polysemy, and aim at finding out whether the concept has different nuances in the two cases by necessity.
Cross-linguistic similarity and the foreign language learner

Linguists have generally been more interested in linguistic differences than in similarities. But in order to talk about difference in a meaningful way we must first consider similarity. For both concepts a comparison is always the basis. But if no similarity at any level can be found between two concepts, a comparison will be meaningless. It is futile to try to compare a stone with an ice hockey match: there simply is no common ground for making such a comparison. **In order to establish meaningful differences there must be an underlying similarity. Similarity is basic, whereas difference is secondary.**

Similarities can be either cross-linguistic or intra-linguistic. I shall confine myself to cross-linguistic similarities, but if we consider the language learner, the two go back to the same common strategy: the learner trying to make use of prior knowledge. Learners always try to relate new information to existing knowledge, and similarity facilitates the establishment of such relations.

For the FL learner we can distinguish three different cross-linguistic similarity relations:

1. A **similarity relation** where the learner can establish a one-to-one relationship in the target language with another unit, usually in the L1. Across related languages there will be cognates facilitating both comprehension and learning, especially at the early stages, even though some of them may later turn out to be false, or partially false cognates. Grammatical structures across Germanic languages are largely similar, with the same basic categories.

2. A **difference relation** where the learner can perceive both similarity and difference. Native speakers of English learning a Romance language will encounter differences and similarities in varying proportions.

3. A **zero relation** where learners can relate few or no aspects of the target language to prior knowledge. The zero relation does not mean that they cannot find anything at all that is relevant to the L1 as the learning progresses. There are, after all, some linguistic universals common to all languages. But the level of abstraction here is so high that an average language learner cannot easily notice features that a totally different target language has in common with L1. A learner who knows only Indo-European languages and starts learning Chinese will find it difficult to relate anything to his prior knowledge.

Cross-linguistic similarities can be **actual, perceived or assumed.**

Actual similarity is a concept which at least in theory could be objectively defined by linguistic terms. Perceived and assumed similarities, on the other hand, are psycholinguistic and fuzzy by nature. Learners first perceive similarities to their L1. This can be fairly easy and accurate if the L1 is related to the target language. When similarities cannot be perceived they are merely assumed, which often leads to errors.

The different ways in which the different types of similarities affect comprehension and production and the different language areas will be outlined. There is a lot of data from investigations comparing Finnish and Finland-Swedish learners of English over more than 30 years.
Synonymy as a useful metalinguistic pipe dream

The aim of this paper is to show (1) that strict synonymy (i.e., semantic identity between two different forms) does not exist within languages and only occasionally across languages, but (2) that, provided that one considers this limit, synonymy still can be a useful tool for linguistic analysis in two ways: first, it forces linguists to explain precisely in which way two terms can be synonyms while differing (or conversely), and therefore to refine the description of meaning; second, it reveals a fundamental property of language allowing speakers to construe the same situation in alternate ways (Langacker 1991a) and, therefore, to build up equivalences within and across languages.

In order to support these claims, I will present three components of meaning by which two lexemes sharing a common referential value can differ (Robert 2008) and therefore are not full synonyms:

1. different polysemic networks
2. different connotations
3. different referential paths

1 illustrates the fact that synonymy is most of the time restricted to local synonymy; it can be exemplified by the interlinguistic contrast between colour adjectives used as nouns: in English the word greens can refer to village commons, leafy vegetables or members of a political party but the French equivalent of greens (les verts), can only refer to members of a political party or to a set game pawns.

2 is of particular importance because connotations condition the context of use as well as the pragmatic effect produced by the usage of a term; e.g. father to designate a priest signifies that the speaker is a practicing catholic, contrary to using priest or clergyman; using the heat for “policeman” signals belonging to a certain age group and general ideology including a pejorative meaning in the word.

3 is the source of important crosslinguistic variation: languages usually choose one of the referent’s properties to designate it, for example a physical or functional characteristic, and they usually differ in their strategies to gain access to reference; thus English designates a “used car” not by the fact that it is something one buys under favorable financial conditions, as in French (une voiture d’occasion), but rather by the fact that it was previously owned (or previously owned by only one other person as in a second-hand car).

Alternate ways to gain access to reference can be found also inside languages: for instance pork and pig meat are two synonyms in so far as they can designate the same reference but they differ in their referential paths. This holds true also for syntactic constructions as illustrated by the comparison between the ditransitive construction (Bill sent Joyce a walrus) and the to construction (Bill sent a walrus to Joyce) which accord relative salience to different facets of the construed scene (Langacker 1991b).

Finally I will show that the different referential paths of synonyms often trigger different constraints in their context of use. This can be illustrate by the differences between these two syntactic constructions as well as with the two locative prepositions “in, inside” of Tupuri (Ruelland 1998):
nen “in, inside” "<" “eye” → compact domain : * in a hole
bil “in, inside” "<" “belly”→ hollow interior : * in the forest
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Synonymy in Terminology: the Contribution of Ontotermindology

Defined as a “set of designations [a designation is a “representation of a concept by a sign which denotes it”] belonging to one special language” [ISO 1087-1], the main goal of terminology is to eliminate ambiguity from technical languages by means of standardization.

In order to achieve such an objective, the General Theory of Terminology (GTT) postulates several principles. One of them is bi-univocity. It means that a term denotes only one concept (monosemy) and a concept is denoted by only one term (mononymy). Other principles are the priority of concept over designation (term) and the universality of concept independent of the diversity of languages.

In theory, since terminology has to be normalized, there is no synonymy in terminology (from the GTT point of view). Nevertheless, in practice, as a term is used in texts as a word, a term owns a sense (signified) which must not be confused with a concept – it is important to bear in mind that the lexical structure extracted from corpora does not match the conceptual one directly built by experts in a formal language (it means that subsumption is not hypernymy). Terms in usage are bound into linguistic networks for different relationships, e.g. synonymy, metonymy, etc.

The aim of this article is to present the contribution of ontotermindology for understanding synonymy in terminology. An ontotermindology is a terminology whose conceptual system is a formal ontology – an ontology, from the knowledge engineering point of view, is a specification of a conceptualization; it means a shared description of concepts and their relationships about a domain expressed in a computer readable language. Ontotermindology separates and links the two different linguistic and conceptual systems of which terminology is composed. Concepts and terms in ontotermindology exist in their own right and definitions written in natural language (understood as linguistic explanations) are separated from definitions written in formal language (understood as formal specifications of concept). The conceptual level is language-independent and bi-univocity is not mandatory – polysemy is available and only normalized terms are monosemic. It is then possible to consider for synonymy the two dimensions, semantic and stylistic, along which the meaning of terms can vary.

In ontotermindology, two terms are said to be synonymous if they denote the same concept – difference in form generally corresponds to difference in usage (stylistic, sociolinguistic features). The total synonymy, i.e. same denotation (concept) and same connotation (usage), is not so rare in a technical domain. Ontotermindology allows to distinguish different kinds of plesionymy (structural, functional) according to the different types of relationships between the denoted concepts (is-a, part-of and function) and in relation to rhetorical figures (ellipsis, metonymy, meronymy, synecdoche). For example “wheel” is a structural plesionym of “turbine” since <wheel> is a part of <turbine>.

The article will emphasize the distinction between the linguistic and the conceptual dimensions of terminology (a term is not a lexicalized concept and a designation is not a denomination). The paradigm of ontoterm (association of a concept and a term) will be introduced. The importance of formal ontology and the role of the conceptual relationships is-a, part-of and function for plesionymy will be detailed.
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**On Two Russian Constructions: What Else If Not Synonyms?**

1. The semantic relationships of the Russian construction nachat’+INF and perfective construction stat’+INF have been attracting linguists’ attention for a long time. It has been pointed out that they substitute each other. At the same time, researchers do not find their meanings completely identical and attempt to describe their semantic singularity. However, there are not unanimously accepted semantic descriptions of these constructions.

2. I have investigated the question using the method of system analysis [Ломтев 1976].

2.1. Both constructions have the meaning of the beginning (initiality) and are translated into English as to begin+INF. Both are widely used and the areas of their usage fully coincide. The main components of both are perfective, whereas only imperfectives are permitted as their non-main components. It is clear, however, that the semantic identity of these constructions cannot be absolute.

Indeed, stat’+INF is used much more frequently than nachat’+inf, cf. Russian National Corpus. Hence, according to the Kruszewski – Kuryłowicz rule [Березин 1998: 15] we can state that stat’+INF is semantically simpler than nachat’+INF.

2.2. The comparison of nachat’ has with its imperfective correlate nachinat’ enables to assert that the construction nachat’+INF has the following semantic structure:

1) the non-aspectual meaning of a non-homogeneous process (initiality) – and correspondingly –
2) the aspectual meaning of the final moment (perfectivity);
3) the non-aspectual meaning of the process inherent in an infinitive.

If the metaphor of line is used for interpreting the concept of a process and the metaphor of point is used to interpret the concept of perfectivity, we can illustrate the meaning of nachat’+INF this way:

```
initiality (non-aspectual)  a process

```

perfectivity

2.3. As regards stat’+INF, we face a paradox.

On the one hand, the meaning of its components contains three elements in total: two of them belong to the verb stat’ (the non-aspectual meaning of a process and perfectivity) and one belongs to the infinitive (the non-aspectual meaning of a process). On the other hand, the meaning of stat’+INF contains fewer than three components, for it is simpler than the meaning of nachat’+INF.

G.S. Samedov has solved the paradox. The thing is that two meanings of a process merge, thus stat’+INF has the meaning of a syncretic process. The merger is possible because the nature of the initiality possessed by stat’+INF is different from that of characterizing nachat’+INF. It is like a point. In other words, the perfectivity attributing to the verb stat’ is the meaning of the initial moment, or punctual initiality. That is why it does not prevent the meanings of a process from amalgamating:

---

1 Not to be confused with the homonymous imperfective construction stat’+INF.
2 We ignore irrelevant details.
3 Both metaphors possess a specific cognitive content.
initiality (aspectual),
or perfectivity

Thus, the meaning of the perfective construction stat’+INF indeed contains two components.

3. Besides being a special interest for languages that have the category of aspect, the analysis enables to make the following fundamental conclusion. Linguistics does need the concept of synonymy.

As to the nature of the phenomenon, I believe the analyzed case has shed new light on it.
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Synonymy in Contemporary United States Spanish

A topic of current interest in Spanish linguistics is that of lexical (i.e. ‘traditional’) synonymy in diachronic terms. Recent studies (Stale, 2009; Horcas Villareal, 2009) have concentrated on the occurrence of synonymy in diachronic terms. As Spanish evolved from Vulgar Latin, synonymy resulted due to word transmission. That is, patrimonial words (voces populares), those words that underwent the predicted phonological processes, also maintained their learned word (cultismo) or semi-learned word (semicultismo) counterpart, as in (1).

The aforementioned studies have greatly increased our diachronic understanding of lexical synonymy in Spanish. That said, however, it is surprising to note the lack of research treating synchronic analysis of functional synonymy. For instance, Contemporary United States Spanish (henceforth, CUSP) is known for its abundance of synonymous lexical entries, as in (2). Unlike its diachronic counterpart, however, synonymy does not occur as a result of word transmission. That is, a peculiar trend emerges from the list above in (2) in that the words both on the left and the right already exist in Standard Spanish and have different meanings. For example, both la carpeta means ‘the folder’ and la alfombra means ‘the carpet’. However, in the case of CUSP, semantic extension as a result of contact with English has occurred, thus forming a doublet (doblete) in that la carpeta means both ‘the folder’ and ‘the carpet’. This is particularly relevant in that synonymy occurs in this variety from words generally that already exist in the language. For instance, vacunar exists in Standard Spanish as ‘to vaccinate’, with pasar la aspiradora meaning ‘to vacuum,’ yet in CUSP vacunar is used in its more functional meaning and pasar la aspiradora is understood, though generally not produced.

I conclude my treatment of the relationship between lexical and functional synonymy by suggesting that, although the transmissions were quite different, a similar pattern emerges; in diachronic terms, the patrimonial word (voz popular) is generally the more frequently used word, with the (semi)learned word ((semi)cultismo) less frequently used. In synchronic terms, the word that undergoes semantic extension as a result of contact with English is generally the more frequently used word, with the Standard Spanish word less frequently used.

In short, the current study is novel in that it is the first known study to consider the relationship between lexical and functional synonymy. In addition, it greatly adds to the field by exploring a linguistic process and a variety of Spanish that have both been inexplicably understudied. In the study, I illustrate how synonymy in Spanish has had two distinct patterns, namely i) during the formation of the language via word transmissions from Latin and ii) in a modern variety of Spanish that is in contact with English. Additionally, I offer a linguistic analysis that considers both the differences (e.g. word transmission vs. semantic extension) and the similarities (e.g. a trend for one of the lexical entries to be much more common) of both types of synonymy.

(1) patrimonial: hostigar (semi)learned: fustigar ‘to pester’
injertar insertar ‘to graft’
lindar limitar ‘to restrict’

(2) la luz el semáforo ‘the traffic light’
la carpeta la alfombra ‘the carpet’
vacunar pasar la aspiradora ‘to vacuum’
aplicar solicitar ‘to apply’
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The Finnish comitative case -ine and the postpositional kanssa construction – how synonymous are they?

The paper examines the relation between the Finnish comitative case -ine and the construction with the postposition kanssa 'with' that have been assumed to be synonymous. The core meaning of the comitative is Accompaniment, although cross-linguistically the same form can also be used for encoding Instrument, Possession or Inclusion, for example. Accompaniment can be expressed by adpositions, case affixes and serial constructions, among other means. (Stolz et al. 2009: 602f.) In Finnish, the principal means are the number-insensitive comitative case affix -ine which is accompanied by a possessive suffix when attached to a noun, as in example (1), and several postpositions governing the genitive case, the main variant being kanssa, as in example (2).

In recent literature it has been claimed that the functional domains of the comitative case and the postposition kanssa overlap (Stolz et al. 2006: 61, Karlsson 1982: 132; partly also Haarala et al. 1990–1994, Hakulinen et al. 2004: 942f., 1211f.) and that the comitative case is being replaced by the postposition kanssa (Stolz et al. 2005: 214, 2006: 61; cf. also Nau 1995: 133), which implies the assumption of synonymy between the two constructions. In my presentation, I will show that these claims are questionable.

It is clear that the two constructions have common functions, such as the prototypic function of Accompaniment. For the most part, however, newspaper corpus material (Pajunen 2003) shows that their functional domains are different: the frequencies of the common functions are notably different and, in addition, both constructions have some distinct functions that cannot be expressed by the other construction. Essentially, kanssa concentrates on expressing Accompaniment extensively while the case is used in more diverse functions (cf. Sirola 2008). In my paper, I will demonstrate this on the basis of corpus material.

The differences in the usage of the two constructions are directly based on their meanings. First, the construction with kanssa combines two symmetric, independent participants, whereas the comitative case represents an asymmetric relationship in which the companion (marked with the case affix) is subordinate to the accompanee. Consequently, it is impossible to encode for example a reciprocal action with the inflectional comitative while it is commonly expressed by kanssa. Second, since the comitative case marker is followed by a possessive suffix that refers (in most cases) to the accompanee, the participants are semantically bound to each other; the participants of the structure with kanssa do not have such a semantic limitation. On the one hand, this favors the postposition kanssa, as it can be used more widely for expressing Accompaniment, for example with proper nouns. On the other hand, the bond between the participants allows the comitative case to express diverse kinds of meronymic and hyponymic relations which cannot be expressed by the postposition kanssa.

Examples (stem from the HS2000 corpus, Pajunen 2003):

    Anne Nordlund child-COM-POSS.3 has returned month ago Finland-ILL  
    'Anne Nordlund has returned to Finland with her child(ren) a month ago.'  
    (HS 1 578 563)

(2) Äiti oli lapse-nsa kanssa polkupyör-i-llä matka-lla uimaranna-lle.  
    mother was child-GEN+POSS.3 with bicycle-PL-ADE way-ADE beach-ALL  
    'Mother was on her way to the beach with her child by bicycles.'  
    (HS 443 214)
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Competition of synonyms through time:
Conceptual and social salience factors and their interrelations

This paper takes as a starting point three different hypotheses. First, the study of the diachronic development of synonymous forms reveals essential aspects about the nature and motivations of synonymy. Second, the emergence and competition of synonymous forms can either result from conceptual salience factors, namely prototypicality (semasiological salience) and entrenchment (onomasiological salience), or from social salience factors, i.e. sociolinguistic, stylistic or pragmatic prevalence, or even from interaction of both salience factors. Crucially, prototype-theoretical features of the concepts involved can determine the necessary differences between synonyms within and across lectal varieties or even across languages; and the lectal features of the items involved can not only determine the occurrence of synonyms across lectal varieties but also motivate the differences of prototypical structure between synonyms. The third hypotheses is that competitions of synonyms shed light about the processes of language variation and change, including convergence and divergence processes between lectal varieties and the processes of linguistic stratification and standardization.

These hypotheses will be tested with two different corpus-based case studies in lexical synonymics of Portuguese. The first case study is about the semantic development of the verb deixar ‘to leave, to let’ from Old to Modern Portuguese and its most competitive synonyms, namely abandonar ‘to abandon’ (a Gallicism) and permitir ‘to allow, to permit’ (a juridical Latinism). The late entry of abandonar and permitir into Portuguese (in the fifteenth century only) led to a situation of full conceptual and distributional synonymy with the two prototypical uses of deixar at the time. However, this situation rapidly caused a semantic dissimilation which took the shape of a prototype reorganization, mainly in the semasiological structure de deixar: the conceptual center of the subgroup of senses of deixar with verbal complement shifted from the active sense of ‘to allow’ to the passive sense of ‘not to intervene’ and the two prototypical centers of deixar climbed up to hierarchically more abstract levels. At the same time, nondenotational meaning differences, namely stylistic, emotional and interactional have facilitated these prototype reorganizations. Additionally, we will see that Romance cognate verbs, namely the Portuguese deixar, Spanish dejar, French laisser, Italian lasciare and Romanian a lăsa are not totally semantically equivalent, as they also have differences in prototype organization.

The second case study includes the development of four dozens of sets of denotational synonymous nouns selected from the lexical fields of football and clothing in European and Brazilian Portuguese in the last 60 years. The aim is to examine the impact of item-related features (i.e. endo-/exogenousness, foreign influence or loanwords, archaism, neologism) and concept-related features (i.e. prototypicality, vagueness, recent origin, semantic field) in the production of denotational synonyms within and across the two national varieties of Portuguese. Internal uniformity measures enable us to measure the lexical uniformity/diversity of a certain concept in a language variety: the internal uniformity value will decrease the more synonymous terms there are competing to denote the same concept, and the more dominant some of these terms become. These measures allow us to calculate increases/decreases of lexical homogeneity/heterogeneity in both national varieties of Portuguese and lexical standardization process as well, and they also permit to compare the degree of change. External uniformity measures enable us to know if the two national varieties of Portuguese have been going through a process of lexical convergence or divergence. The denotational synonyms studied show that the Brazilian variety has changed more than the European variety and that both varieties diverge from each other in the vocabulary of clothing.
The two diachronic studies stress the following characteristics of synonymy: the role of prototypicality in the differentiation of synonyms, the sufficient semantic similarity and the necessary semantic differences between synonyms, the superfluity and contingency of total synonymy, the influence and correlations of concept-related features and item-related features in the emergence and competition of synonyms within and across lectal varieties, and the interaction of conceptual and social factors in the occurrence of synonyms.
Synonymy of fuzzy and scalar concepts and terms

Studying vocabulary one can see that different lexical domains behave differently. For example, colour terms correspond to colour concepts that are fuzzy “clouds” in the colour space, but temperature terms form scalar concepts. In both cases one can find synonyms, basic and non-basic terms. Even very simple categories such as white and black have synonyms – whitish, snow white, warm white, charcoal black, deep black, etc.

In an empirical study of Estonian sense perception terms 80 subjects were interviewed both for colour and temperature terms. In colour naming task each subject 65 standard Color-aid colour tiles were shown and asked to name them. As a result, 5,197 names were given to the tiles at all. Among these there were 638 different terms. As a mean 20.1 synonyms were given for each tile. The minimum number of synonyms (9) got tile Y (yellow), and the maximum number of synonyms (41) got ORO S3 (orange-red-orange shadow 3). It is clear that colour tiles with focal colour have fewer synonyms and non-focal colours have more synonyms. The distribution of synonyms for each tile corresponds to Zipf curve. Basic colour terms tend to be most frequent dominant synonyms and non-basic recessive synonyms occur with low frequency.

In the temperature term ranking task 80 subjects were asked to build up a temperature scale using temperature terms she or he had named in the earlier tasks. Every term in a scale got numerical value. Psychological zero (decided arbitrarily) got the value 0. As a result a progression... -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ... follows. After that the subjective temperature scale was constructed over all individual scales. In the ranking task 659 terms were used in all. Among these there were only 85 different terms in comparison with the 142 different terms listed in the earlier tasks. Every individual temperature scale consisted of a mean 8.24 terms.

In the case of fuzzy colour concepts the synonymy was defined using standard colour tiles. All names given to a certain colour tile were synonyms. In the case of scalar temperature terms one can define the terms which are located “quite close” on the subjective integral temperature scale as synonyms. So ice cold and icy, suitable and tepid, and burning and hot are synonyms in Estonian. They do not denote the same temperature.
Stede Manfred
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Associating Difficulty in Near-Synonymy Choice with Types of Nuance Using Core Vocabulary

There are arguably infinitely many dimensions along which members of a cluster of near-synonyms can differ (Cruse, 1986), and the nuances that differentiate near-synonyms along a dimension are often subtle and difficult even for native speakers. The diversity of near-synonym variation types has motivated the categorization of these dimensions of these variations. DiMarco, Hirst, & Stede (1993) proposed 38 dimensions for differentiating near-synonyms, which were further categorized into semantic and stylistic variations. Stede (1993) focused on the latter and further decomposed them into seven scalable sub-categories. Inkpen & Hirst (2006) organized near-synonym variations into a hierarchical structure, combining stylistic and attitudinal variation into one class in parallel to denotational differences.

Despite the variety of categorization methods, stylistic variation among near-synonyms is an important dimension that has been frequently addressed. In this study, we hypothesize that the stylistic nature of nuances correlates to the degree of difficulty in choosing between near-synonyms. Contrasting some recent studies that focus on contextual preferences of synonyms (e.g., Arppe & Järvikivi 2007), we elect to investigate the internal features of near-synonym nuances. Specifically, we adopt the notion of core vocabulary to associate stylistic variation in theory with the difficulty level of near-synonym choice in practice. Core vocabulary consists of “words that suffice to define all of the remaining vocabulary of a language” (Lehmann 1991). It was first related to stylistic variation among near-synonyms by Stede (1993). Carter (1987) listed ten features of core vocabulary, among which, associationism is the “bridging” dimension between stylistic variation and core vocabulary. It is characterized by scalable dimensions closely resembling those Stede used for characterizing stylistic variations. Carter claimed that core vocabulary words are relatively neutral on these scales, indicating fewer stylistic variations among them.

Notably, some of Carter’s features of CV are readily verifiable using computational linguistic techniques. The collocability of a word, for example, can be approximated by the number of co-occurring word types (normalized by the number of senses to eliminate the confounding factor of polysemy); neutrality in field of discourse can be verified by a word’s distribution across different genres in a balanced corpus. Multiple linguistic resources are combined in our study to achieve an empirical characterization of core vocabulary.

To test our hypothesis, a near-synonym lexical choice task (Edmonds 1997) is employed to measure difficulty levels. In this task, lexical gaps are created in sentences from a corpus by removing members of a near-synonym cluster. The sentences are then presented to subjects whose task is to determine from context which member of the cluster is the missing word. Experiments in existing studies have shown great variance in the performance (and hence in level of difficulty) on different near-synonym clusters (Edmonds 1997; Inkpen 2007). Our study shows that such variance is correlated with differing degrees of coreness of the near-synonyms, and in turn, different types of near-synonym variations. Counter to intuition, the seemingly subtle stylistic nuances are usually easier for subjects to distinguish than non-stylistic differences.
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How to do contrastive semantics with propositional modifiers:
The case of hearsay adverbs

The paper will present preliminary results from two ongoing projects dealing with evidentiality markers. Specifically, our concern is the semantic description of a couple of propositional modifiers indicating hearsay in Polish and German (Pol. rzekomo, jakoby, podobno, Germ. angeblich, vorgeblich, mutmaßlich) which – though considered close synonyms – often cannot faithfully be translated into each other, nor by Eng. allegedly. These hearsay markers have been claimed to carry epistemic overtones by which the actual speaker transmits his/her doubts into the contents of the message referred to (P). Corpus-based research shows that these lexemes do so to a varying extent: with some of them, e.g. podobno, epistemic overtones arise only via conversational implicature, while for others, e.g. rzekomo, they seem to form part of their inherent semantics and are not cancellable in most contexts (Wiemer 2006). This analysis leads to an ordering along degrees of epistemic strength that resembles Horn-scales:

![Figure 1: Increase of epistemic strength (indicated by arrow)]

(1a) ‘I think that P might be not true.’

(1b) ‘I think that P can be not true.’

(1c) ‘I think that P is not true.’

However, Socka (2009; 2010), in her corpus-based study on Polish-German translational equivalence, has shown that any of the aforementioned hearsay markers can become void of epistemic overtones in specific contexts; the „negative” epistemic default can be cancelled even for Pol. rzekomo and Germ. angeblich (see below). For a similar observation regarding Eng. allegedly cf. Ramat/Ricca (1998: 230), who speculated that the epistemic value of the respective sentence adverb is influenced mainly by the existence (or absence) of alternative hearsay adverbs in the language which „share” into the stages of a scale corresponding to Fig. 1. They assume an analogy between merely epistemic adverbs and reportive adverbs (often carrying a negative epistemic commitment) to rest on Horn-scales, each with a marked and an unmarked member:

![Figure 2: Horn-scale based analogy between epistemic and reportive adverbs]

‘probably’ : ‘allegedly’

‘possibly / perhaps’ : ‘reportedly’

subjective assessment of

[likelihood of P being true] : [likelihood of P being untrue]

marked member of opposition (arrow indicates increase of negative stance as for P being true)
We can show that the epistemic load of the aforementioned hearsay markers cannot be captured by Horn-scales. Explanations based on the Q-principle (cf. Levinson 2000; Huang 2007) must fail unless they arise from clausal implicatures. Best suited are explanations based on the M-principle, applied in practice by Olbertz (2007) for Mexican Spanish dizque. Olbertz' pragmatic analysis, in turn, does not explain (and even contradicts) facts known from the distribution of such hearsay markers across discourse types: Germ. angeblich and Pol. rzekomo regularly lose their otherwise strong epistemic default in news reports, i.e. in discourse for which an indication of second-hand information is presupposed and, on this account, redundant.

Given these puzzles on the borderline between lexical semantics and pragmatics, we formulate a proposal of how epistemic and evidential meaning components should be accounted for in the representation of German and Polish hearsay adverbs (and particles). This case study also allows to highlight general problems raised by units with „subjective“ meanings that modify entities on the propositional and higher layers (in Dik et al.‘s 1990 terms): since their description and (intra-lingual as well as cross-linguistic) comparison can be only intensional, translational equivalence is here even less sufficient to establish synonymy than in the case of figurative extensions of adjectives denoting physical properties or kinship terminology. We thus use our case study to illustrate how the problem of synonymy raised in lexical typology (cf. Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008, Evans 2010) can be expanded to function words.
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The comparability of similar inferential meanings across languages

Inferential expressions indicate the speaker’s inference, based on some type of direct information source, such as observational or memorial source. Different kinds of inferential expressions show remarkable cross-linguistic semantic variation. However, genetically related languages or languages in contact often have inferential expressions that seem to indicate quite similar, even (near) synonymous meanings. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the comparability of inferential meanings in languages by means of comparative concepts (cf. Haspelmath 2010) and the degree of similarity between language-specific inferential meanings. The discussion is based on my typological investigation into the semantic domains of epistemic modality and inferentiality as they are grammatically represented in the world’s languages. This study uses descriptive data from the sample of 130 languages. In this kind of study, it is not possible to consider in great detail contextual and stylistic differences between the compared meanings. Nevertheless, it is possible to deal with the notions of similarity and synonymy from various perspectives. In this presentation, I will firstly introduce the comparative concepts, distinguished for language-specific grammatical inferential meanings, and illustrate the relationship between the comparative concepts and meanings by several examples. Second, I will focus on the question of how differences between semantic networks arguably affect the degree of similarity between grammatical inferential meanings.

The central type of comparative concept, used in this study, is that of function. This notion is defined by Haspelmath (2003) as neutral between language-specific notions of sense and use (or meaning). According to Haspelmath, a function is distinguished if there is at least one language that has a formal expression for that function. Due to the differences in quality and details of information, provided by the descriptive material, the functions created in this study have to be somewhat more coarse-grained. However, they capture the main distinctions of the variation in meaning, and the proposed semantic description is more fine-grained than in the previous large-scale typological studies concerning inferentiality and epistemic modality. The pure inferential functions do not include epistemic properties, indicating degrees of the speaker’s certainty. They have been elaborated on the basis of epistemological notions of direct sources of knowledge/information which can provide a foundation for an inference (e.g. Audi 2003). Inferential functions can also consist of inferential properties combined with epistemic properties. For instance, the English modal must represents several types of functions with combined properties. The basic purpose of functions is to identify similar meanings within languages and across languages. Actually, they cover meanings, ranging from (near) synonymous to roughly similar meanings. For example, the function ‘inference from memory’ represents the gamut of inferential meanings, such as ‘inference based on previous experience’ and ‘inference based on general knowledge’. Inferential meanings of different languages are members of various types of semantic networks. I will argue that if the notion of (near) synonymy is needed at all instead of the notion of similarity in the comparison of inferential meanings across languages, it should be confined to those inferential meanings that belong to highly similar semantic networks.
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Searching for constructional synonymy: Paraphrasing as evidence against ellipsis

In this presentation, the concept of synonymy is used to signal essentially identical reference to particular event types by separate clause-level constructions. By “essentially”, it is meant that the events cover the same profiled participants (in the sense of cognitive grammar and frame semantics, see, e.g., Fillmore 1977, 1982; Langacker 1987). More precisely, I discuss the meaning of the Finnish ablative-initial (cf. 1) and allative-initial (cf. 2) verbless constructions that are functionally comparable to finite clauses and occur frequently in headlines. Since they lack a finite verb, it is challenging to indicate the event types they can refer to: traditionally, it is taken that event types are largely specified by verbs. However, paraphrasing is seen as one solution for describing the meaning of the constructions in question and finding synonymous finite constructions for them.

(1) Opiskelijo-i-lta monikulttuurinen vaatemallisto
student-PL-ABL multicultural[NOM.SG] apparel.collection[NOM.SG]
lit. ‘From students a multicultural apparel collection.’

(2) Varka-i-lle iso saalis ravirado-lta
lit. ‘To thieves a big haul from trotting-track.’

There are comparable finite constructions in Finnish, i.e., constructions with the same cases in the same positions and a finite verb (e.g., the passive construction, the necessive zero subject construction, and the possessive construction), but, based on an intuitive analysis, I have argued that the ablative-initial and allative-initial verbless constructions cannot be seen as elliptic clauses. That is, these verbless constructions denote different event types from the comparable finite constructions; it is not the case that a verb is simply omitted. To justify the argument also empirically, I have designed a paraphrase test for discovering how the ablative-initial and allative-initial verbless constructions are construed. In order for the verbless constructions to be elliptic, most of the paraphrases would have to be formally identical except for a “restored” verb: respondents would intuitively know the “missing” verb. 163 respondents participated in the paraphrase test concerning the allative-initial verbless constructions and 209 respondents in the one concerning the ablative-initial verbless constructions, and most of the yielded paraphrases were basic transitive or intransitive clauses (cf. 3) – that is, not the constructions that simply adding a verb would have yielded. This is crucial for establishing that they are not elliptic clauses but independent constructions (in the sense of, e.g., Goldberg 1995, 2006) that are verbless from the very beginning.

(3) varkaa-t sa-i-vat iso-n saalii-n ravirado-lta
thief-NOM.PL get-PST-3PL big-ACC haul-ACC trotting-track-ABL
‘Thieves had a big haul from a/the trotting-track.’

Thus paraphrasing verbless constructions with finite clauses illustrates that synonymy may be defined as covering far broader domains than individual lexical elements; it applies to coding particular event types in different ways as well. In that case, synonymy must certainly be seen as a relatively coarse-grained equivalence between constructions. It does not cover, for example,
pragmatic aspects of meaning. However, from my point of view, this is not a problem but the desired state of affairs: in order for synonymy to be a useful concept in linguistics, it needs to be inclusive enough.
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Lexical Choice and Loanwords: the Use of Anglicisms in Dutch

**Synonymy and the Success of Loanwords:** In this paper we discuss the issue of synonymy from a contact linguistics angle. Our focus is on determining which features influence the relative preference for a loanword when a synonymous native alternative exists. This onomasiological perspective on borrowing is developed in two separate case studies, each dealing with English person reference nouns (e.g. designer, lover) in a Belgian Dutch and Netherlandic Dutch newspaper corpus (consisting of over 1 billion words ranging from 1999 to 2005).

**Case Study 1 – Conceptual Features:** The first study tries to capture the influence of conceptual features on the success of English person reference nouns. We define that success as the corpus frequency of the anglicism, relative to the total frequency of the English loan word and its denotational synonyms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synonymous expressions for the concept Hooligan</th>
<th>Token frequencies in the Dutch corpus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hooligan</td>
<td>9337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voetbalvandaal</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| success-rate for *hooligan*: 9337 / (9337 + 611) = 93.9 % |

Table 1

These success-rates are calculated semi-automatically for 100 English person reference nouns. In order to account for variation in these rates, we verify the effect of three conceptual parameters (lexical field, concept frequency, conceptual newness) and three additional parameters (age of the loanword, regional variation, donor language frequency). Mixed effect regression shows how the conceptual features, and most prominently conceptual newness, are most powerful in explaining the attested variation.

**Case Study 2 – Contextual Features:** This model does however not account for all variation. Although denotational synonymy is a prerequisite for the selection of expressions in case study 1, possible stylistic and pragmatic nuances were not attended to. A contextualized approach to the issue of lexical choice is thus a necessary addition when trying to fully understand how language users choose either the anglicism or a (semi-)synonym (Grondelaers & Geeraerts 2003, Geeraerts 2010). This is the purpose of the second case-study, in which we present an in-depth analysis of junk(ie) vs. verslaafde (“addict”). Relying on previous work (Geeraerts et al. 1994, Divjak & Gries 2006, Edmonds & Hirst 2002), we systematically scrutinize the contexts of use for 11,000 tokens by means of manual coding. Taking a broad definition of context, we focus on regional preferences (Belgian vs. Netherlandic Dutch) and register variation (popular vs. quality newspapers). Taking a more narrow definition of context, we include topic, verify the importance of collocational patterns (focusing on the object of the addiction for each token – e.g. drugs vs. fashion) and take text structuring into account (avoidance of repetition). Logistic regression analyses examine the interplay of all these features in determining lexical choice.
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